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OTGH hits TV sets across America
BY PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

'The Old Time Gospel Hour" has returned
to television sets across America after two
years of silence. Eighty-seven stations currently broadcast the Gospel Hour nationwide
with an expansion of 125 stations planned by
the end of November.
In addition to the primary goals of ministering to people across the nation and of student
recruitment, the program will also supply LU
telecommunications students the opportunity
to obtain valuable experience, working on a
syndicated television show.
"The program will be predominately a
church program," George Rogers, LU chief
financial officer, explained. 'There will be
very little fund-raising, mostly promotion of
Liberty University."

"(The program will be) more centered on
ministry and less fund-raising. There will
always be active recruitment for LU and
LUSLLL," the Rev. Jerry Falwell said.
At maximum coverage the 125 stations will
cover Canada, the United States and Africa. In
past years, 250 stations were required to cover
the nations of Canada, United Slates, Africa,
Australia and the Caribbean Islands.
"Cable today, unlike two years ago, makes
stations cover more than it did in the past,
making less stations necessary," Falwell
explained.
The ministry has placed strict financial
controls over each station. "Never again will
a program be permitted to lose money," Falwell said.
"If contributions from a market don't pay
for air time in two weeks then the station is
dropped." Falwell said. "Thus far the return

has been one and one-half to one with the
exception of two stations."
The two stations that failed to cover costs
dropped their rates the following week so that
the programs could break even, Falwell explained.
Liberty students will be responsible for
filming the Sunday morning service and preparing the tape for distribution .
"More than 30 percent of the crew are
volunteers or student help," Jon Dagget, LBN
director of operations, stated.
"Theoretically, it is hard to put a price tag
on their (students') help, but it saves the
ministry hundreds of dollars each Sunday."
Presently LBN has four student interns
working with the OTGH program as well as
four student volunteers.
"This really benefits the students because,
unfortunately in the television business, if

you don't gel op"It's a live show, which is
portunities in the
good experience and
"This really benefits thereally
field, it's hard to get
helps you lake things from
students because, a different angle."
work in major networks," Dagget unfortunately in the tele- The Old Time Gospel
explained.
Hour filmed during the
vision business, if youThomas
"LU students can
Road Baptist
say on their resume don't get opportunities in
Church Sunday morning
that they have exchurch service, was begun
perience working the field, it's hard to get by Falwell in September
on a syndicated tele- work in major networks."
of 1956.
vision program.
—Jon Dagget The Gospel Hour televiThat's not someLBN director Of Operations sion legacyspannedalmost
thing all universities ,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ three decades before the
program peaked at 250
can offer their students."
Most of
LU students involved in the TV expansion television stations in 1990.
the U.S. stations were cut in 1990 as a costagree that the experience is invaluable.
"Anything in LBN is good experience," containment measure. The one-hour church
Alana Crocker, LU student and assistant di- program has remained on the Canadian netrector forthe campus television station, said, work during this time.

LU restructuring
plans take effect

By ANN WHARTON
Special to the Champion

The Debt Restructuring Plan for
LU was launched on schedule Sept.
30 with the notification of one of the
three classes of creditors that they
will be paid off soon, Chancellor Jerry
Falwell announced last week.
QfJhathrceiilassesisecurecL unsecured, and convenience or trade accounts) 300 creditors in the convenience class are scheduled for payment
before the completion of the plan
because each account is relatively
small in amount and because of their
on-going relationship wiih the university as vendors and suppliers.
The total restructuring plan calls
for payment in full of the S73-million
debt in interest-free (except for Trust
Management Inc. bondholders who
will receive interest) periodic installments within a seven-year period.
Provision has been made for a balloon payment or refinancing then if
twprijnr
for any reason the amount is not paid
Liberty University students joined Lynchburg residents to protest abortion in last year's National Life Chain. This year's
off. Falwell has set a goal for LU to
chain took place on Sunday, Oct. 4, a much ranier day than 1991. Approximately 650 pro-life demonstrators picketed along
be debt-free in seven years or less.
Rivermont Avenue in support for the unborn to show unity in the fight to end abortion.
"The initiation of payment to the
major creditors will be held up until
after the court hearing in December,"
Norman Westervelt, vice president of
financial affairs said. "These (convenience) accounts are the kind paid
out of the operating budget on a regu-

LU student's act goes professional
Kym with a "Y" auditions for HBO's Deaf Jam
By JENNIFER BLANDFORD
Special to the Champion

Liberty University's Kym Wimbish,
commonly known as Kym with a
"Y", recently auditioned for HBO's
Deaf Jam and could be on her way to
the "big time" in afieldwhere Christians are scarcely found — taking
God out of the churches and into the
darkness of comedy clubs.
"I want to be a mixture of the
Wynans, Sinbad, Whoopie (Goldberg)
and Hammer — but with a Christian
influence," Wimbish said.
Though Wimbish has only been in
the club scene for six months, she has
already performed in professional
clubs like the Roanoke Comedy Club,
Buddy's in Blacksburg and the Comedy Connection in her home state of
Maryland.
CurrenUy, she is awaiting the results of a recent audition for HBO's
Deaf Jam.
'There were about 750 people in
theall-black audience," she said. "This
other comedian and I were the only
two who didn't gel booed off the
stage."
Wimbish entered the comedy scene
by chance, when friends nudged her to
"go for the Coffee House."
"I tried it, and I was successful. I
really feel like the Lord called me to
do this."
Herpersistence has earned hcrmany
of the jobs in the various comedy

clubs, starling with impromptu performances on "open-mike" nights.
Wimbish used this technique at the
Comedy Connection, which resulted
in a booking for the weekend after
Labor Day this past year.
It was through the Comedy Connection that Wimbish was told of the
HBO Deaf Jam.
'This professional comedian came

curse on stage just because it's funny.
I don't do it because I don't think it's
right," she continued.
Religion is not a bunch of rules; it's
more than 'religion.' I tell people,
'I'm not religious. I'm a Christian',"
she continued.
Wimbish believes that strong Christian examples should be stressed more
than stereotypes.
"The world has
up to me and told w^^^^mmmmm i ^ ^ ^ M H a
had enough of the
me about the audiBible. They know
tions and gave me
"/ want to be a
it. They want an
the number of the
mixture of the
example now.
guy who handles
all the auditions,"
Wynans, Sinbad, Actions are beuer
than any words,"
She explained. "I
Whoopie (Goldberg)she
said.
was persistent
enough to get the and Hammer — but
Wimbish credaudition, but I'm
with a Christian its most of her
still wailing for a
comedy material
influence."
reply. His secretary
to every day life,
—Kym Wimbish as well as childis so sick of me
because I just keep
hood memories
calling."
and funny events
Wimbish advised that persisiance gathered from the lives of her "crazy"
is a must in the comedy field. "You friends.
can't just sit back and wail for a re"I just find a joke and fit it into my
ply," she said.
act," she explained. "Sometimes I'll
One bailie that Wimbish faces is try it out in a group of people, but 1
keeping her Christian testimony strong don't tell them 'Hey, I'm trying out
in such a pervasively secular field.
this joke,' I just try it, and if I get a
"You have to be careful to not let laugh, I'll fit it into my act."
them (other comedians) influence you.
She also explained how difficult it
You can't let yourself be pulled can be to "handle" a crowd.
down," Wimbish slated.
"You've got to be able to carry
'There are a lot of Christians who yourself on stage. I act confident.

Don't ever let them know you're
nervous," Wimbish advised. "When
the crowd's not responsive, you've
just got to go on and carry the bomb,
even if you have to make yourself
look stupid until they laugh. That's
the whole point of comedy—getting
the laugh."
Wimbish thanks God for the sudden response and success on campus,
at the LU CoffeeHouse, as well as in
the comedy clubs in the area.
"My success is because of the
Lord," she said. "Once you get your
head on straight with Him, that's true
success."
She also thanks her close friend
Zulay Maldcnado, who travels with
her to each engagement.
"I don't like touring by myself,"
Wimbish said. "Sometimes I don't
even think I could go on stage if she
(Maldcnado) wasn't out there in the
audience for me."
Wimbish hopes to become famous
through this new adventure, and really believes that using her talents in
the comedy scene is what God wants
for her life.
Her greatest desire is to gain
people'saiientionand influence them
toward Christ.
Kym with a "Y" will be performing at the Comedy Connection
in Maryland on Oct. 16-17, as well
as in the LU Coffee House later
this semester.

I

lar basis," he explained, "and there
will be no negative effect on the academic community because of it."
The Debt Restructuring Plan was
initiated earlier this year with the
cessation of payments to all creditors
beginning Feb. 5, until the restructuring is in place. With the step last week
to pay convenience accounts, the plan
is underway.
Liens against acreage of Liberty
Mountain or against university funds
are in place for the protection of the
creditors, not as a demand for immediate payment, Westervelt said. "They
do not represent a threat to Liberty;
what they do is place a high priority
on payment of those accounts which
are 'secured' in such a way."
To express the university's goodfaith stance in the restructuring, LU
will form a special committee to hear
all major financial requests. Included
on the committee along with Falwell
will be three other university board
members and three "mutually agreed
upon" non-voting representatives
from the three groups of creditors:
secured, unsecured and convenience.
"It will help creditors track the
projects under consideration. If we
get too far out in left field, they can
report that to their group /'Falwell said.
"It gives integrity to the system,"
Westervelt also said of the plan.

sident's contest helps
purchase materials
By REBEKAH HURST
Champion Reporter

Ross Perkins won the President
for a Day contest sponsored by the
Career Center. The $93 raised
purchased career exploration books
that were added to the current
materials offered by the center.
Perkins, a town student, was announced as the winner during
chapel services Sept. 16. At the time,
Perkins was attending a class offcampus and learned of his win
later that afternoon.
"I bought two tickets but never
thought that I would win," Perkins
said. "I came in for my 1:20 class LU president for a day
and all my friends were saying, career field; America's Fastest
'Hollo Mr. President.' I thought Growing Employers, which inthey were just kidding, but then I cludes employers experiencing the
realized that I never told anyone." fastest growth across the nation
The "President for a Day" and the Occupational Outlook
Handbook,
switch-off took
Wm
related
story
on
p
a
p
8
which gives
plape on Oct 2
the
newest
federal
government
The money earned from the
labor
market
information
about
contest helped the center purchase
salary
expectation,
employment
the following material; jab Hotlines USA, a basic list of job outlook, education and training.
hotlines; The Enhanced Guide to
The Career Center plans to m&
Occupational Exploration, which the contest next year hoping that
helps students explore career op- more students will participate since
tions available within a specific profits benefit the students.

§
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Christian artists to rock
Salem, proclaim gospel
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

White Heart, JC Crew and Rachel Rachel,
three popular contemporary Christian rock
bands, will be performing at the Salem Civic
Center Oct. 13.
During the concert White Heart will introduce it's new album "Talcs of Wonder." Rachel Rachel will perform from its debut
album "Way to My Heart."
White Heart, one of the most innovative
and respected Christian rock bands, has sold
more than one m illion albums worldwide,and
received one Grammy nomination, nine Dove
nominations, 25 top 10 hits and nine number
one songs in the past five years.
The group's goal is to always "maintain a
testimony" that points toward Jesus and G<xl.
"AIDS, drugs in schools, nuclear weapons, the breakup of the family, pollution;
these are all pressing world problems," Mark
Gersmehl, writer, keyboardist, singer and

co-founder, said. "But if someone feels like
nobody loves them, then none of that matters.
We want to tell people that someone docs
love them, that He cared enough to die for
them."
White Heart is geared to reaching those
who have never heard the Bible. They do this
by making themselves available to their audience, such as spending lime talking with fans
alter every performance.
"Talking to the people after the shows
allows us to experience first hand what is
going on in their lives to find out what is
important to them," Rick Florian, the group's
lead singer, said. "Thai's where caring begins — when we learn about each other's
needs."
The Talcs of Wonder album was made up
largely from experiences the band has had or
from stories they have heard from their audiences during the past five years of touring.
White Heart consists of writer, singer, gui-

tarist and co-founder Billy Smiley, guitarist
Brian Woolen, bassist Anthony Sallcc, drummer Jon Knox, Florian and Gersmehl.
Rachel Rachel is opening for White Heart.
The group is the first-ever all-female Christian rock band to hit the music scene. The
women are adamant that they not be stereotyped.
"We have to overcome two myths — that
of the airhead girl who can't play and the illegitimacy of a Christian also being a great
rocker," Jennifer York, bassist for the band,
said.
" We want to prove that you can live a
righteous life and still have a blast. You
don't have to compromise," she continued.
The group is made up of five women,
York, keyboardist Brynn Beltran, lead singer
Cheryl Jewel and guitarist/vocalist Heli
Sterner.
Many of the women experienced drug
habits, divorce and other side effects of the

WhlteHeart, Rachel Rachel and JC Crew are three Christian music groups
that will perform at the Salem Civic Center Oct. 13.
"Pain is real in this world and people use
"club scene" before coming to Lord. Now
drugs
and alcohol to case that pain. We want
that they've committed themselves to Chrisour
music
to offer an alternative. At the core
tian ministry through music, they sec a major
of
our
music
is resolution, peace and hope,"
change in their lives.
Beltran
continued.
"A lot of bands glorify things that arc evil,
JC Crew, the other opening band, performs
(like) suicide and drugs—things that tear you
Christian
rap music.
down like sexual promiscuity," Beltran said.
The
concert
starts at 7:30. Tickets are
"I feel sorry for them because there's so much
currently
on
sale
for $9.50 at the Salem Civic
more to life. I know because I've been in that
Ccnter.for
further
information call (703)
lifestyle. I chose it. I also chose to change,
375-3004.
and I know how difficult that is.

SGA announces contest rules;
campus renaming begins
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

The Student Government Association is asking all LU students to
join the process of renaming campus
dorms, streets and parking lots by
participating in a student body
contest.
"The administrators and students
have been suggesting that names be
created, but until now nothing has
ever been done," Beth Sweeney, SGA
vice president, said." We're all really excited because we will be creating the names that will be here for
as long as the university is here."
"We decided to make the naming
process open to everyone because
this is their campus, and the student
body will probably be more creative

r

Campus Calendar

and have ideas that we might not have Sweeney explained.
thought of. We didn't want this to be SGA asks that street names relate to
the university theme, but the comjust an SGA thing," Sweeney said.
Students who would like to make petition for naming parking lots and
suggestions for the names should slop dorms is open-ended.
by the SGA r ~
According to
table in the
"We're really excited Sweeney, prizes
DeMoss atrium
will be awarded
because we will be
or the SGA ofto those whose
fice at David's creating the names that names are choPlace. Maps of will be here for as long sen to be used.
the campus are
However, even
as the university
available-at both
those whose
locations.
is here."
names are not
—Beth Sweeney chosen will
"We are hopSGA vice president have a chance at
ing that with the
maps, students will have an overview a prize. All participants will be inof all of the dorms and provide as cluded in a raffle to give away small
their entry, a page with suggestions prizes. The deadline for submitting
for names of all of the dorms," names is Wednesday, Oct.7.

ment Conference Room,
and to discuss concerns
with the administration.
Open to all minority or
international students.

• Chapel speakers for
this week include:
Wednesday, Dick Purnell
Friday, Dr. Falwell
Monday, Dr.Tim Clinton

• For students interested
in philosophy, the first philosophy club meeting will be
held on Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. in
DeMoss 160.

• ScareMare will hold its
recruitment rally WednesdayOct.7at9:30p.m.
in DeMoss 160.

• The Minority Development • Late Night actitives,
Committee will meet Oct. 8 sponsored by SGA, for
from 1:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. Friday Oct. 9 include
in Dm 13, Student Develop- skating and putt-putt golf.

Concert Of The Year
October 13

7:30

Welcome Liberty Students
Levi's 550
JEANS
100% cotton

Barn Jackets
Values to $7298

REG. $42
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PRICE OZi
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Levi's 505
prewashed

JEANS
REG. $35

WE WOULD LIKE TO SHOW OUR
APPRECIATION OF YEARS GONE
BY FOR ALL THE STUDENTS OF
THE PAST, BY EXTENDING AN
ADDITIONAL 5% OFF OUR
ALREADY LOW DISCOUNT
PRICES THROUGHOUT THIS
SCHOOL YEAR, TO ALL LIBERTY
STUDENTS.
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<

LOOSE FIT
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Top Coats

JACKETS
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We're Your One
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<
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Bugle Boy
L/S Denim
Shirts
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y

$
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Polo Knit Shirts by Ralph Lauren
(Reg. $55) 1st Quality $42.66
Long Sleeve $49.66
Duckhead Khakis
Plain 100% cotton (Reg. $27) $21.66
Pleated (Reg. $30) $24.66
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'LEVI'S

<

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

OUR $19^6

Dr. Todd M. MacDowall
Liberty University Alumnus
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SHOES
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$
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Sweaters
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Rugby Shirts
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<

6 6 COMMERCE
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JEANS

65*
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Values to $75

%
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PRICE

J.C. Crew

Tickets: Reserved seating $9.50 on sale now at the Salem Civic Center Box Office
and all Tlcketmaster outlets Including Tracks/River Ridge. Information and phone
charge 800-288-2122. Special group rates available at the civic center box office
only.

VALUE TO $79 *
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Plaid Lining

Rachel Rachel

Salem Civic Center
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Little Caesars {f$ Pizza Pizza!
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Crossroads Corner....237-2222
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Tim brook Square....239-3333

Madison Heights
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\fou know, IT/ ft h'dfculouf. I f I c/on'+calf my
parent; every (unday at exactly 5 o'clock
ihey think I way kidnapped by a/feir, or
Something. Anyway, one Sunday me and
(^ark,we decide to take-ofT and checkoff
the dfc! fc we're Ur*j«$ out and I look at
my watch. 5 o'clock Afrijjht, *b my &\\ih$
card and I head doivn to the /oca/ poof ha//.
(which I happen to know ha; a p^yptane)
And I tell tKe folks the Martian; 5end
Their be;fv"

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
you'll never need to apply for another.
OtmnnCord
Calling Card can take you home.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
8§t> OfiftJhlffO H I 1
It's also the least expensive way to call
be free?* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
saves students time and money
on AT&T Calling Card calls? And once you have your card,
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

lb get an MM Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 634-0471 Ext. 850.
C WW All! - t a 4 i » K.C i«.u™l HaKullil««l)*iuiii«,k«ik»b "Hnlllnulwuir U AW 111 Ccrtlaac Ofiloiml u UIUUUH J ^ J u Jjml 4 ^ J
ik|Biiil!«<ai»tK>vu>«t>!ii)Ui»ll U<falliiiiuIuu«i«nifaK|ic,iuki>
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AT&T
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CRs oppose NEA publication
By PAMELA WALCK

«•:*

support their blasphemous religion,"
News Editor
The LUCRs arc trying to organize Merrcl Bussert, LUCR chairman said.
The NEA is just another primary
A recent sacrilegious publication a campus-wide petition encouraging
by the National Endowment of the President Bush to support a bill pres- example of government getting bigArts (NEA) triggered the Liberty ently in the House of Representa- ger than what was originally intended
University College Republicans tives, endorsing the abolishment of in the Constitution due to liberal policies," Bussert continued.
(LUCRs) into political action on the the NEA.
The CRs plan to obtain 500 signagrassroots level last week. The pubThe publication also graphically
lication entitled Queer City features describes other social ills that plague tures from LU students, faculty and
a poem called "Wild Thing," by an inner cities, such as the wrongful use staff members.
The petition drive, scheduled to
artist named Sapphire.
of government financial aid, child
take place Wednesday in the DcMoss
In the poem the author writes about abuse, rape and murder..
"I'm tired of a few, select liberal atrium under the CR bulletin board,
how, as a six-year-old, he was sexually assaulted by Jesus Christ behind politicians using my tax dollars to will be mailed to the Christian Action

J%

a church pulpit.

Network in Forest, Va. where it
will be added to hundreds of other
local petitions and sent to Bush.
Other CR functions for the
month of October include state
delegate Steve Newman who will
address the club on Friday, Oct. 6
at7p.m. in DeMoss 160-161 campaigning for congressional candidate Bob Goodlatte and the BushQuayle ticket.
More information is available
from CR Chairman Merrel Bussert
at ext. 4097.

Forum debates roles of women
By JOANNA TEDDER
Champion Reporter

photobyMICo*

Brett Edwards and other LU nursing students held
candles during the ribbon ceremony for the Nursing Department at Thomas Road Baptist Church last Thursday.

The LU forum sponsored a debate
on the role of women in society and
the home. More than 60 students attended the debate.
According to debater.Corey Ryan,
the purpose of LU forums is to increase student awareness of alternative views and individual thinking by
encouraging students to discover why
they believe what they believe.
Debaters Jackie Weber and Ryan
supported the issue of women in the
workplace while their counterparts
David Weidncr and Brandy Geisler

argued that God wishes women to
remain in the home and to display a
positive influence.
Audience members were given the
opportunity to ex press their own views
on the role of women in today's society and many gave personal testimonies supporting both sides of the issue.
Ryan and Weber presented a "50/
50" point of view, claiming that the
mother and father should take equal
responsibility in raising their children
and earning money outside of the
home.
They claimed thatcurrenteconomic

LU students to form Democrat club

problems and single-parent homes
resulted in many women being forced
to find employment outside of the
home.
Statistics given by Weidner and
Geisler proved that chi ldren who grow
up without a mother in the home often
have problems such as drug abuse and
alcoholism.
Both teams referred to Proverbs
31, the Biblical passage of the virtuous woman, to support their views.
Though this chapter portrays a
woman who "brings food from afar"
and "watches over the ways of her
household," theBibledoesnotclearly

f

Sal's

Meet needs of student body
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

Liberty University students, who
are organizing a Young Democrats
club on campus, protested at a local
John Sununu rally last week.
LU freshman Rodney Bills and
senior Scott Wagner, who attended
the protest, plan to have a Democratic
club on campus by the middle of
October.
"We want an organization of our
own, though we are working with LC
(Lynchburg College Young Democrats)," Wagner said. "I know that
there has been one (Democratic club)
in the past, on campus."
Wagner, who is a transfer student
to LU was the first executive chairman for the Young Democrats at
Charleston Southern College.
"We are planning on conducting a
debate with the Republican club on
campus, we want input from other
(political) clubs," Wagner continued.
Bills, another one of the student protestors, is familiar with being questioned about his political party choice.
"I support the Democratic party
because it is for the people," Bills

Bills advocates
said. "I want stuthat
women
dents to know that
there are some
"I want students to should have the
to choose
Democrats here at
know that there are right
what is done to
LU. There is ansome Democrats their bodies. He
other view besides
Republican."
here at LU. There believes that a
fetus does not reBills stated that
is another
ceive any human
the main purpose of
functions until the
the party is to "susview besides
12th week of
tain" a society
Republican."
pregnancy and
where all are con—Rodney Bills does not consider
sidered equal. He
Liberty student it a life until then.
feels that equality
He also beoccurs when each « « ^ _ _ ^ - _ mmm_^_—^_.
lieves that abstiparty's beliefs are
stated and the general public is al- nence should be encouraged by both
the Democratic and Republican parlowed to choose.
"A lot of the things Clinton stands ties.
for I don't agree with, but I have to
Bills agrees with the Democratic
fojlow the party. I'm supporting the stand on gay rights. He believes that
party, but I live my own way," Bills homosexuality is immoral but thinks
staled. "Republicans separate Chris- that individuals have "the right to
tians from secular society. Bush is choose."
condemning people's lifestyles. He
"I'mnotinjudgmentof people. To
needs to admit and acknowledge that each their own, but they are going to
there are immoral people out there. I suffer in the long run," Bills said, althink Christians should be open- luding to Romans 1:27.
minded to immoral things. They
Also agreeing with separation of
should be supportive and offer help." church and state, Bills said, "It's hard

to put the two together. There's too
much opposition. This is a secular
world, and politics is a secular thing.
We can' t choose either side. We have
to choose both and try to make everyone happy."
Bills claims that family values are
"based on old religious ways. Democrats don't object to traditions, but
you have to adapt to change. The conditions have to be equal for all. It
takes people — Christians, Jews,
Catholics — everyone, not the president to enforce family values."
Bills was raised in a one-parent
home because of his father's death
before he was born. "I think it's the
' feeling' of family that is most important," he said.
"I don't want to be the outlaw (type)
here on campus", Bills said. "I'm not
being a hypocrite about my faith or
the Bible. I'm simply saying that we
need more Christian Democrats to go
out and live the gospel as public servants and impact the secular world by
associating with it."
Students interested in further
information should contact Rodney
Bills at ext. 3412.

History club provides historical view
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

The Liberty University History
Club is an organization that sponsors
social events in historical settings.
The history club, sponsored by LU
associate history professor Dr. Paul
Waibel, began to meet last January
and has planned several activities for
this semester.
Twenty-eight Liberty students traveled to Appomattox to visit the historical houses and buildings for the
club's First trip this year.
"It was really successful and a lot
of people liked it," Sandy Jordan,
vice-president of the club, said.
The club has monthly meetings to
plan activities. Events are open to
non-members as well as members and
are announced through history classes.
LU history professors are often present to explain the historical signifi-

cance of the places they visit
'This semester we're more organized," Mary Edwards, president of
the LU history club, stated.
The history club plans to travel to
Lexington, Oct. 10. During fall break,
history buffs will be at the Peaks of
Otter and Johnson's Farm. Parties
are planned at the Edwards' house in
November and December.
Later in the semester, the group
will tour the sights of Lynchburg,
including Fort Early, where the battle
of Lynchburg was fought; Point of
Honor, the home of Patrick Henry's
physician Dr. Cabell; the Civil War
graveyard at the Pest House; the
Quaker Meeting House and the monuments by Miller Park.
Last year the club held a special
week centering on Auschwitz in
remembrance of the horror of the
Nazi concentration camps.

SGA Senate passes bill to
improve reprimand process
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Champion Reporter

The student senate passed a bill last
Thursday which would help make the
reprimand process more efficient.
The Violation Declaration Acceleration Act, sponsored by SenatorDon Snyder and Sen. Bob Foster states
that "all violations of an eight reprimand offense or less, excluding failure to show up for a mandatory drug
test and excluding the appeals process, be null and void if not administered
within a two-week period."
"All those reprimands (eight reprimand offense or less) should not take
more than two weeks to go through,"

Foster, proponent and sponsor of the
bill, explained.
Foster feels that administration
should speed up the reprimand process since most students forget what
they were reprimanded for after a certain time period.
Several student senators felt that
this bill would only provide an
unnecessary loophole for the student
body.
"Making them (reprimands) null
and void doesn'tdiscredit the fact that
you did something which was against
the Liberty Way," Senator Jean-Marc
Gadoury explained.
The Violaiion Declaration Acceleration Act passed the Senate.

For the final night, a survivor of a
concentration camp spoke.
"It was really interesting especially
when we had a survivor's point of
view," Jordan commented.
'The last night we had over 100
(people come)," Edwards said.
Edwards stressed that the history
club is more of a social club than an
academic club, but it also provides
the opportunity to learn.
'This combination provides a way
to have fellowship, go out, have fun
and study history. It's for people that
have a common interest in history,"
Edwards concluded.
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support either side.
"1 believe we need more women in
society today," Ryan stated. "A traditional view (on working mothers) is
no longer practical."
Weidner countered, stating that
being a mother was a "full-time job."
The divided student audience expressed their opinions, drawing spontaneous applause by those with the
same views.
Other possible topics for future forums include: birth control, mercy
killings and the music controversy.
The next LU forum is scheduled for
Oct 27.

Mill Stream Lane
Lynchburg, Va * (804)237-2901
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Election 1992
A student's guide to VP candidates
Quayle provides leadership, Perot rejoins
consistent Christian example
By KEVIN WHITSON
Champion Reporter

By REBEKAH HURST

see.

Champion Reporter

Editor'sNote: Vice-President Dan
Quayle's name appearing on the
ballot next to President George
Bush has instilled a query among
voters as to his qualifications for
the position of vice president. As a
result, the Champion staff has researched his credentials and compiled them in the following article.
• Quayle was born in Indiana to an
influential family who carefully
nursed their son's political career.
• Quayle graduated from DePauw
University in May 1969. Later that
same year, he joined the National
Guard.
• Quayle won hisfirstelection to
the U.S. House of Representatives
seven years later in 1976 and eventually became a senator for Tennes-

• In his four years of vice-presidency, Quayle has demonstrated his
unmoving stand for the conservative
view, his love for family and traditional values and his willingness to
stand up for his beliefs.
• At 45 years old, Quayle has demonstrated leadership strength to shrug
off the "fiery darts" of the media and
to use them as learning experiences.
• Quayle favors policies that
strengthen American families, sparking national debate in the past months
about values to help President Bush
and himself gain conservative support Examples include policies opposing abortion, homosexuality and
immoral lifestyles which have become accepted and condoned by
presidential nominee. Bill Clinton,
as well as the Democratic Party.

• Quayle's personal staff aids him
in his speeches and has helped him
improve his public speaking abilities.
• He is the chairman of the Council
on Competitiveness which aids in
fighting the political red tape caused
by federal regulations. This council
has been steadily attacked by liberals, and many proposals that were intended to aid businesses have not
been adopted. Yet the council remains a strong viable source.
"I will accept mistakes that I made.
And I am not going torepeatthem in
1992; 1988 was my first national
campaign, and I just deferred to the
so-called experts. I'll never do that
again," Quayle commented on past
campaign mistakes. "I'll be the expert." Obviously, there is one campaign to be run and that is the

Dan Quayle
president's campaign. I am the vicepresident, and I will do what we call
the second most important thing of
this particular day."

Gore displays leadership abilities
providing bonus for Democrats
By PAMELA WALCK
N e w s Editor

Editor's note: Political analysts
have agreed that Bill Clinton choice
of Albert Gore, Jr. as his running
mate was a wise and innovative
decision. The Champion staff has
decided to give readers an in-depth
view on Gore as an individual and
his credentials for the vice presidency.
• Albert Gore, Jr. was born in
Washington, D.C., on March 31,
1948.
• Gore's father, considered an
"independent-minded liberal," held
positions in both the United States
House of Representatives and the
Senate for more than 30 years.
• Gore graduated from Harvard
University in 1969 with a B.A. degree in government before serving in
the Army as a reporter during the Vietnam War.
• After the war, Gore studied phi-

losophy and law at Vanderbilt University and worked as a reporter for
the Nashville Tennessean.
• Gore ran for a political office in
1976 and was elected to the House of
Representatives where he served for
four terms before seeking the 1988
Democratic presidential nomination.
• Gore is considered an authority on
defense and sought to eliminate missiles with multiple warheads and other
"destabilizing" superpower weapons
as well as favoring the reduction of
MX missiles.
• During the Reagan Administration, Gore opposed Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative Strategy.
• Many political analysts claim that
Gore is "fiscally reckless" and he has
been the recipient of the National Taxpayers Union "big spender" award 11
out of 13 annual ratings.
• In May of 1991, Gore and three
House members proposed a plan to
increase taxes for upper income fami-

lies with a new 35 percent rate as well
as imposing an 11 percent surtax on
America'srichesttaxpayers in hopes
of giving middle income families a
tax break.
• Gore is praised for being considered the "pioneer" of House efforts to
protect the earth's ozone layer and
clean up toxic waste dumps.
• He, author of Earth in the Balance, a book on the environment, is
considered an environmental "extremist" by many.
• Gore claims in his book that "our
civilization is like a dysfunctional
family estranged from Mother Earth.
• If put in office, Gore has promised
an environmental plan, the Strategic
Environment Initiative, to help save
the planet through taxpayers' money,
totaling $100 billion.
• Gore supports the National Health
plan and proposes that federally
funded abortions be included in a
national health care package.

EASTERN
EXPOSURE
I summer ministry in Asia
will give you a
new perspective on life.
Teaching English in Japan, studying
Mandarin in China or helping in a tribal village are ways you can demonstrate the iove of Christ.
One summer with OMF in Asia can
not only have lasting results but can
answer a lot of questions about the
rest of your life.

OVERSEAS
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Regional Office: 912 Rollngvtew Lane, Columbia, SC 29210
National Office: SERVE ASIA.10 West Dry Creek Circle, Uttleton, C O 80120
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Ross Perot, independent presidential candidate, is now officially running
for office once again. On Oct. 1, Perot announced his decision to run for
president during a press conference in Dallas, 11 weeks after the decision to
end his presidential bid for office.
• • • • • •
Perot staled that the "government is a mess" and that
Analysis
he was the man tofixit, but many people are skeptical
^ ^ — - — — of him, and his campaign tactics even though before
dropping from the race he was favored by many Americans.
Many voters were left wondering who Perot really is, what his views were
on society and how he can change our country.
Perot, a self-made billionaire from Texas, favors federally funded abortion, less government spending and higher taxation. His economic solution
to thefinancialcrisis included a higher tax on goods, such as cigarettes and
gasoline, two of America's favorite commodities, and higher taxes on the
wealthy. Perot, who published a book on his political policies in August,
also advocates sex education and believes that it is every student's right and
privilege "so that they don't make mistakes that damage their life."
Both President Bush and presidential nominee, Bill Clinton admit that
Perot's entrance into the presidential race will throw a twist into this year's
election.
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Dont allow the economic hardships
associated with an accident or unexpected illness to dull the finish on
your education.
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benefits of student health insurance
provided at Liberty University by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia.
• LOW rates tailored for a students
budget.
• Access to a network of doctors
and hospitals who work with
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Virginia to help keep costs
even lower.
• When you need to use one of
the doctors or hospitals in this
"network", you will never receive
a "surprise" bill for covered services. After paying your deductible
and copayment, your bill is paid
in full by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Virginia.
• No hassle with paperwork. Doctors and hospitals in the "network"
will usually file all of your claims
for you.
• These benefits have been specially
designed for Liberty University
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to meet the needs of their student body.
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Environmentalism, capitalism
unite in common cause
Environmentalists claims and solutions concerning the Jproblems
that beset the world more closely resemble Chicken Little's claim
about the sky falling than scientific fact and logical deductions.
The fact is that scientific data is inconclusive. Thus, drawing conclusions, requiring gargantuan government mandates and increased
governmental expenditures are unreasonable and unnecessary
The trend has been to "protect" the environment through government action. Opponents rejectthis action and point to the success of
the marketplace even when dealing with the environment. A basic
truth is that the best way to protect common resources is by providing
incentives to individuals to act ttJSpotiSibly and thus, protect the
environment.
No matter the view to which one subscribes thereis agreement that
the environment should be protected. The question must be an*
swered, "How should the environment be protected?"
To this point en vironmehtatprotectioh and economic development
have been pitted as adversaries, the solution to erivironmeiital
problems need not transplant economic growth for environmental
protection. The two are not mutually exclusive.
History demonstrates the efficiency of the marketplace and the
compatibility of environmental protection and a free market sy sterm
The countries of Kenya and Zimbabwe provide examples that
cannot be overlooked when considering solutions to the environ*
mental problem.
Kenya's elephant population before banning hunting in the late
1970's was 65,000, The elephant population currently stands at
19,000.
In contrast, Zimbabwe witnessed an increase in the size of its
elephant population from 33,000 to 43,000 over the same period.
Instead of banning hunting Zimbabwe allowed individual villages
that own the land where elephants graze tocharge safari operators for
the right to conduct hunts.
The villagers have an incentive to increase the elepharit iherei size
;by profiting directly withIncreased income. Consequently* there is
also a strong incentive to protect the herd from poaching.
Zimbabwe Is npt the only country that rewards the conservation of
elephants. Botswana, Namibia and South Africa follow similar
policies and herd sizes are increasing in each country.
Scotland avoids the problem of overfishing with me market
principle of private ownership, Almost every inch of tnajor and
minor waterway is privately owned. Owners of the fishingrightson
the riverscharge others for the right to fish. The rivers are not
Overfished and are not polluted because the owner has an incentive
to avoid both.
The solution to the environmental problem is not government
regulation but the implementation of economic rewards for conservation and envkonmentaUy sound practices.

Class elections revisited
Last week's The Champion editorial concerning class officer elections
did not appear as intended because of inadvertent editing,^requiring clari/'
fication.
The editorial suggested that the class officer programmove in a constructive manner or be done away with. One constructive idea Dave Dawson
mentioned was a senior class gift presented to Liberty upon graduation.
We think this is an excellent idea. Lynchburg College follows this
practice with a great degree of success. We encourage this type of longterm thinking in student government and among the class officers;
Also, the editorial said that low "regard" was given the elections since the
speeches took place oh Wednesday night and voting on Thursday. "Regard" was not the correct word, rather "priority" should have been used.
In previous years class elections took place during individual class
chapels when everybody should be available to attend.
We believethat the elections were given lower priority because Wednesday is not the prime time that a 10 a.m. chapel service provides.
Our comment was not to question the integrity, competence or sincerity
of the parties involved. The decision did not receive little regard; rather, the
elections received alow priority billing as compared to other years.
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If you dream it, it will happen
The political posturing of an election year
by the media and politicians accentuates the
misconceptions Americans hold concerning
the American dream.
Influential groups such as the media, politicians and academia promote the idea that
the American dream consists of material
goods. The dream then distorts into median
income figures and social engineering.
The attack on the true American dream
began in the 1930's with a promise to put a
chicken in every pot. Further redefining occurred in the 1960's with the "great society,"
and the American dream reached a new low
with the "new covenant."
The individual's freedom to dream and act
on the dream accurately defines the American dream. Classifying the dream into a government program or income group limits the
dream to a collective idea — not one of
individual diversity and purpose.
The same groups that promote activist government define the American dream in terms
of material possessions. The possessions that
define the dream only result from the dream.
They must not be the dream.
The assumption and facts surrounding the
contemporary, material definition of the
American dream only dilutes the fuel that
energized the American century.
The dream lives in the minds and hearts of
Americans, or at least it did. The dream
transcends the material and government
programs. The dream surpasses the intangibles by providing the impetus to obtain the

Ben
La Frombois
Editor

The Fountalnhead
tangibles.
Defining the American dream in material
goods distorts the dream. The distortions
result in an unrealistic and unattainable goal,
for it is no longer a dream but a delusion of
false fulfillment The delusion rises from
the notion that the person is freely entitled to
the dream or that die dream is achieved without sacrifice. They are actually shackled by
the jaded dream of another.
The emphasis must not be on what the
dream permits but the dream itself. Immigrants, past and present, epitomize the
American dream. They came to America
pursuing their own destiny.
The immigrants came to America not because it guaranteed success, but America
gave them an opportunity to succeed or fail.
They left nations that had poor living conditions often caused by a government and society that prohibited the individual from
achieving the greatest good.
They new America offered opportunity.
The same spirit is present in contemporary
immigrants, especially Southeast Asians that
populate the western states.
Their cultures may be different, but they
carry the same work ethic and family orien-

tation that European immigrants once lived.
The descendants of the original immigrants
have forgotten the dream of their forefathers.
They no longer want to build a better future
for themselves and America—they expect a
better future.
While Americans struggle with adverse
conditions they begin to whine, not work.
What if the first immigrants whined?
The true American dream repudiates the
whining and motivates action toward an
individual solution.
America's ability to expand economically
and thrive as a nation is directly related to the
ability of its citizens to achieve their own
dream.
First, the individuals must have the freedom to pursue their dream. To obtain the
freedom to truly make their own decisions,
the citizens must restrict the size and influence of government.
Second, the citizens must accept their responsibility for the American dream. Americans must think on their own and establish
their own goals, ignoring the masses.
They must also realize the responsibility is
not only to themselves but to their neighbor
in an individual sense. (Responsibility to
one's neighbor must be an individual effort.
Collective charity through government programs is no charity.)
The American dream is your dream. No
one can dictate your dream unless you let
them. Build your own dream - this is the
American dream. DREAM BIG!

Cliques digress to high school mentality
fully whatever you do for oriental section.
Walking through the
Denying that racial prejudice exists on this
the brethren and especially
DeMoss atrium between
campus
is looking through closed eyes. It is
for
strangers."
classes is like travelling
Brandi
also
apparent
that prejudice isn' t entirely oneI
John
3:10
says,
"In
this
through a high school
Barnum
sided.
Jesus
knew
no color when it came to
the
children
of
God
and
the
cafeteria. You know
Opinion Editor
His
love,
compassion
and devotion to people.
children
of
the
devil
are
what I mean. Cliques lurk
What
gives
us
the
right
to make such a distincmanifest:
whoever
does
around every corner.
Christian Viewpoint
tion
against
any
race
or
color?
not
practice
righteousness
Is it appropriate for
is
not
of
God,
nor
is
he
who
does
not
love
his
Another section of DeMoss is home to the
cliques to exist at a Christian university?
"popular" clique-those designer dressed,
Aren't Christians supposed to love and ex- brother."
hort one another, including their enem ies and I John 3:17 goes on to say, "But whoever wealthy and prestigious individuals. Whether
those who don't wear the same type of cloth- has this world's goods, and sees his brother in they are aware of the way they present themneed, and shuts up his heart from him, how selves or not, they make a definite statement.
ing?
Most "average" students feel rather self-conWebster's New World Dictionary defines does the love of God abide in him?"
clique as "a small, exclusive circle of people; Understandably, people relate better to science passing through this part of DeMoss.
snobbish or narrow coterie (highly exclusive certain types of people, thus they develop
Then we have the "progressive" clique.
group of people)." If even Webster's does not friendships with those of a specific type. Now these people may willingly choose to
believe cliques are a positive thing, then why Howeverr this is no excuse for a clique. spend time solely with one another. But many
do we have so many of them here at LU, a dis- Cliques cater specifically to people who meet people at Liberty believe that those who don't
tinctively Christian school?.
,,
certain qualifications. Those who don't meet , jdjess,or. look a certain way are rebelling or far
In high school, cliques are an "in" thing. those criteria are made fun of and snubbed. Is ' frbrn God. This is definitely not aChristian
However, upon graduation from high school, this Christian?
attitude.
we should have outgrown this childish need
Take an honest look around this campus. It
The purpose of this column is not to critifor social status. Yet it is quite obvious that is obvious that we as a student body show an cize these cliques or stereotype their members
many here at Liberty have not outgrown this extreme amount of prejudice — not only but to challenge all students to examine withstage.
racial, but social.
whom they socialize and why. Students should
From a conservative Christian standpoint,
For instance, look closely at the different also be aware of the image they portray to
the mere existence of cliques is dishearten- "sections" of DeMoss. Examine the black others, whether intentional or not.
ing. The fact that these cliques blatantly shun section. Why do many blacks hang out excluWe need to make sure we treat all people in
those who dress, act or talk differenUy di- sively with one another? Is it because they a manner and attitude of love and not distinrectly denies Jesus' teaching in the New prefer their own company? Do they dislike guish ourselves from those who are different.
Testament.
being with white people? Orare they shunned Ultimately, we are all one in the bond of God's
Ill John 1:5 says, "Beloved, you do faith- by white people? The same applies to the love. Let's act like it

Eco-fascists stuck in Earth Day time warp
Eco-fascists are those with the philosophy that economic growth.no matter where,
is bad. They believe people should be managed by huge government bureaucracies, so
they won't do anything against the best
interests of the planet. The planet's best
interests are, of course, solely defined by
them.
Eco-fascists will only eat from recycled
paper plates and drink only flat soda (C02
destroys the environment) from recycled
cans. They never use disposable forks, diapers or razors (they don't shave).
They are also politically powerful. They
have succeeded in persuading many people
that the sky is falling.
They say we must adopt strict new regulatory laws upon business. They don't tell
what a negative effect this would have on
the economy and the financial catastrophe it
would cause.
Being from the great stale of Alaska, I
have had many chances to enjoy the "Great
Outdoors." Fishing, hunting, hiking and
camping are as much a way of life for us as

Jason
Williams
Staff Columnist

In the Right Corner
shopping is to women. Some parts of Alaska
are very beautiful with many lakes and rivers
and an abundance of wildlife.
Huge snow-capped mountains grace the
horizon and bald eagles fly through the sky.
Other areas are not as serene. They are desolate and cold with few trees or animals.
There is a national wildlife refuge in Alaska
called, believe it or not, the Alaska National
Wildlife Refuge. Most people call it ANWR
(pronounced Ann Wuar). It is a rather desolate place.
Many might believe what happens in a
wildlife refuge in Alaska would have virtually
no effect on them. However, ANWR is considered by many to be the next oil bonanza.
It is estimated that developing this small
area will result in more than 750,000 new jobs

across the nation. Every state will have new
jobs from 80,000 in California to 19,000 here
in Virginia. In addition, development would
make us less dependent on foreign oil while
driving down the prices at the gas pump.
"What's the problem," you say. "Why not
just do it?" That is the whole problem. The
eco-fascists won't have it.
Bill Clinton touts many similar ideas.
Regulation of business makes him look environmentally conscious with the electorate.
For those who are skeptical of these policies,
he says that you can be pro-growth and proenvironment at the same time.
Then how come Clinton's group at the
Democratic National Convention, refused to
hear the Alaska delegation's plea that the
development of ANWR be included in the
Democratic platform?
Clinton shouldn't be fooling anybody. His
choice of Senator Green Thumb as his running mate proves the point even more. Anyone who passes up three-quarters of a million
jobs in the name of "Save the Earth" belongs
on the frozen tundra of ANWR.

LU Forum
Limbaugh provides 'refreshingly conservative alternative'
Editor:
If you are sick and tired of all the slanted
liberal news coverage (not to mention the
disgusting pro-Clinton/Gore propaganda)
that is so frequently spewed out by ABC,
CBS, NBC, PBS and CNN, there is a positive, refreshingly conservative alternative
for you. To the forces of the "politically
correct" and "cultural elite," he is almost
regarded as the "Prince of Darkness." However to the average, ordinary concerned citizen he is belter known as Rush Limbaugh!
Whether it be on radio or TV, Rush Limbaugh (who is armed with devasiaiing wit)
packs in more quality news, enicriainmenl
and social/political commentary in just one
show then all the other network news pro-

grams do in an entire week. He pulls no
punches and tells the truth plain and simple.
At times you will even be shocked as he
reveals important fads and information that
are not ordinarily seen or heard on the
national news.
After just one Rush Limbaugh show, I
guarantee that you will come away both an
entertained and a much belter informed citizen than when you first tuned in. Find out
what you need to know concerning issues
that are crucial to you today!
Check the radio and TV listings in your
area as to when Rush Limbaugh comes on.
(For those who live in the Lynchburg,
Roanoke, Danville, New River Valley viewing area, the show appears on Channel 13, an

*

ABC affiliate, at 12 midnight right after Ted
KopnclVNightline.") Wouldn't it be great if
one day Rush could appear at 7:00pm everywhere right after the national news to give a
scathing rebutial to all the left wing garbage
IMMEDIATELY? If you can not tune in,
have a parent, relative or friend tape the show
for you.
We cannot afford to be in the dark about
matters that vitally concern us. In the current
cultural war that pits "us" against "them", it's
sure good to know that we finally have a voice
on the national stage that speaks for us and one
that cannot be ignored. Tune in lo Rush
Limbaugh. You'll be glad you did !
John Dias
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Greenpeace promotes
environmental unity
ByTONYA WALTERS
Champion Reporter

What is happening to our environment?
That's what people would like to know today.
They are being told that some drastic changes
need to take place.
Do organizations that "make a big noise"
over the environment do nothing more than
create a stir, or are they really effective in
doing something for our pitiful planet?
Many people do care, but what are they
doing about the problems taking place? Some
people take ecological matters into their
own hands.
They have recycling bins in their garage.
They don't litter. They own a fuel-efficient
automobile.
Others are outspoken about their "earthfriendly" habits, encouraging friends to join
in an effort to save the planet.
Most people who wish to help environmental problems probably fall into one of
those two categories. Those who don't fit
these descriptions, yet do speak out about
planet earth's poor condition are sometimes
labeled as environmental activists, or even
radicals.
Renee Cook, environmentalist, said of the
Exxon Valdez oil spill, "I'm so infuriated.
Writing letters just isn't enough anymore.
Species are being forced out of existence all
over the planet and it must stop."
Cook is now one of the "front line" activists of the environmental movement. These
people constantly put themselves in physical and legal danger.
Aboard Greenpeace boats, these people
have been known to surround whaling ships
and barges which dump toxic waste. Some

members have even stood between hunter's
harpoons and seals and have hung from
bridges to keep nuclear battle ships from
entering harbors.
Radicals are accused by some of discrediting the entire movement with offensive
and even illegal tactics, while others view
these activists as folk heroes.
To determine whether or not these activists are helping the cause, take a look into
the late 1800's. Naturalist and founder of
the Sierra Club, John Muir's eloquent writings con vi need President Theodore Roosevelt to start a system of land management
which resulted in the establishment of Yellowstone and Yosemite national parks.
Since then, environmental groups and
their supporters have flourished, making
environmental concern as popular as apple
pie in America. Now the point is for groups
to be exposed to the public.
Greenpeace activists jumped out of helicopters to form a human blockade against a
fleet of Japanese whaling ships. This sort of
activity docs draw attention, but what is it
doing for the environment?
But sometimes direct action just isn't
enough, that's why Greenpeace is now including more lobbying and more publiceducation campaigns in their operations.
To call any one groupradicalor lazy
would be kin to racism. One cannot judge
an entire group of people simply from the
actions of a few members. They must be
looked upon as a whole.
For the most part, environmental groups
are doing at least one good thing—they're
getting people to wake up and smell the
pollution.

You can make a di

i

* The United States consumes 450 billion gallons of
water per year.
* Every year an estimated 14 billion pounds of trash are
dumped into the sea.
j|
* A healthy tree removes 25 to;45 pounds of carbon
from the air per year. §
* The avenge American family throws away four
pounds of garbage per day.
* 100,000 marine mammals are strangled to death each
year after becoming entangled in plastic waite.
* A faucet that leaks one drop of water «^n/?|^cond
can waste 3,000 gallons of water every year.
* Each day, Americans throw out 200,000 tons of edible
food.
* American consumers and industries throw away
enough aluminum to rebuild our entire commercial
airfleet every three months!
* It takes 500,000 trees to make the newspapers
Americans read in one Sunday.
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Greenhouse effect lacks concrete
evidence; blown out of proportion
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Champion Reporter

When one discusses the greenhouse effect
or the threat of global warming, an image is
conjured up of a world devoid of bright
sunlight, a humid, steamy jungle with rain
and fog.
Everythingfrombovine flatulence to human
exhalation of carbon has been blamed for this
unproven, yet widely accepted, phenomenon.
Environmental activists blame the past twelve
years of Republican administration for the
increase in global warming and depletion of
the ozone.
The threat of global warming has been
propagated by the same ideological views that
gave us the "Big Bang" theory.
Yet this threat has not gone entirely unnoticed by the present administration. Uncharacteristic of our supposed "un-cnvironmental" president, George Bush instituted a
moratorium to halt all production of ozonedepletive compounds, a business regulation
that Democrats feel he is incapable of.
A tax increase for ODC's products will be
in place January 1,1993, and all ODC's must
carry warning labels by May 15,1993. This
is not the first time the U.S. has taken an
initiative in response to possible man-made
phenomenon that may alter the climate.
The U.S. already has stringent emission
control standards for auto's in all states while
leaded gasoline is still burned in Europe.
Gasoline additives have cut down on harmful
emissions, and factories have endured strict
EPA regulations concerning output.
Why then is the Reagan Era of Business
Deregulation (or, business un-shackling) still
blamed for the worldwide "problem" of ozone
depletion and the greenhouse warming
"threat"?
The early 80's saw hysteria in the form of

Greenpeace pseudo scientists warning of an
impending global catastrophe.rising sea levels and jungle-like climates across the globe.
Yet in a survey issued by "Greenpeace
International asking 113 scientists who
worked on the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change report if current business-as
-usual policies would instigate a runway
greenhouse effect at some future time, 13
percent thought probable, 32 possible and 47
percent probably not". The Bulletin of The
Atomic Scientist, June, 1992.
The majority of the "fact" the American
public has been forced to swallow regarding
this un-proven phenomenon is based on the
point that the earth has been warming up.
This ecological change is assumed to be
the result of industrial and domestic release
of thermal energy and the burning of fossil
fuels.
These scientists base their findings on
hypothetical climate models that are purely
speculative in nature. This is reminiscent of
evolutionists explaining the origin of the
universe. Recently, a great number of reputable scientists have come forward to refute
these models as being unreliable in nature.
"Furthermore, the majority of scientific
participants in this survey agreed that the
theoretical climate models used to predict a
future warming cannot be relied upon and
are not validated by the existing climactic
record.
Yet all predictions are based on such models. " (Taken from a statement circulated
from the Science and Environmental Policy Project given to over 300 scientists and
signed by 50 so far from institutions such as
UVA, MIT etc.)
What about natural phenomenon causing
small measurable amounts of global warming? Mount Pinatubo's eruption in the Phil-

ippines, probably the largest volcano of the
century, put large amounts of ODC's into the
atmosphere and has the potential to alter the
earths climate for several years.
In the slew of environmentalist dogma it
is often over looked that the majority of
global warming took place "prior to the
1940's". (Gary S. Becker, Business Weekly,
July 20 ,1992.)
American industry has thus far been cooperative in the prevention of global warming
and ozone depletion, with many businesses
already re-equipping themselves to comply
with future regulation. Nick Kaplanis, Branson Ultrasonics Corp. Danbury, Connecticut,
says.
"A lot of the larger companies have either
completed their changeover or have targeted
the end of 1992 as the end of ozone-damaging
chemistry." Industry Week, July 20,1992.
This is an indication that American industry has once again taken the initiative for environmental control standards.
Further action is not necessary and would
only further regulate and handcuff the manufacturing arm of the nation.
A democratic administration would burden industries-large and small- with regulations whose purposes are unsubstantiated by
scientific evidence.
The United States cannot fall to special
interest groups such as Greenpeace whose
battle cry is "Halt the greenhouse effect!" but
in reality seek funds and influence perpetuate the Green's Party platform globally.
The Rainbow Warriors and their Rio De
Janeiro guru Al Gore should heed the statement of Philip Abelson, March 30, 1990,
Science, "If global warming is analyzed
applying the customary standards of scientific inquiry, one must conclude that there has
been more hype than solid fact."

LU Forum
Students discover
Coffee House to be
disappointing
Editor:
We attended thefirstLU Coffee House of
the year on a Saturday evening a few weeks
ago. We regret to say that we were disappointed.
We found some of the "acts" to be in very
poor taste, ranging from making fun of chapel
services to certain comments from the emcee
that were inappropriate for this school.
For instance, there was talk about 1-900
numbers and whores saying, "Never gonna
get it."
What aren't they going to gel?!!! This
comment offended us, and since the Holy
Spirit was there, it embarrassed us also.
There was certain music at the Coffee
House that was originally written and performed by the band Queen, who were vocal
about their homosexuality. There were other
secular songs also.
We love the idea of having a coffeehouse.
If we didn't, we wouldn't have gone. But
don't you think we, as Christians, should be
more careful of what we consider entertainment?
The Bible calls us to be set apart from the
world and its ways. It is our prayer that better
judgment would be used in the future selection of who represents our uni vcrsity' s entertainment.
Justin Tallman and Jennifer McPhee

Student disappointed at lack of participation in abortion rally
Editor:
I am writing on behalf of all the unborn
babies in the United States. While most
people at Liberty would quickly admit that
the murder of unborn children is wrong, not
quite so many are willing to get involved in
changing it.
The morals in our country are going down
the tubes, and it is not enough just to have the
right beliefs without acting on them.
I realize as a college student that college life
is busy, tiring, and that many of you are
involved in other ministries.
Also, many of you may not know how to
get involved in this issue.
However I couldn't help but think when I
went picketing two Saturday mornings ago
with the Christian Action Council that out of

Editor:
Boy, talk about not having your facts
everything
that
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it.
If
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take
a school of this size that more thanfivepeople
straight.
I wholeheartedly applaud the LU
action
to
try
to
change
things,
you
are
as
besides myself could have shown up.
Varsity
Cheerleading
squad.
responsible
as
those
who
commit
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I am not writing to those who would of
The
LU
cheerleader's
budgetdoes not cover
acts.
It
is
not
a
matter
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what
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come if they had known about it or to those
traveling
expenses
for
overnight games.
change
in
society
to
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better
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that are doing their ministry in other areas, but
Therefore,
it
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not
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it
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rather
a
matter
of
what
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to
rather to those who take the easiest Christian
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to
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game,
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change.
service as possible because they don't feel
of
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and
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like doing anything, yet complain about the
viduals
paid
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own
way
to
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to
involved, and I would just encourage you to
low morals of our country.
support
our
football
team.
This is no small issue. It is not only about think about what you can do. If your time is
As for not leading the crowd in cheers, I
Christian responsibility, but also human duty. limited, just get involved in a small way, but
wonder
if this "anonymous school-spirited
Ilgoes much farther then the abortion issue, still gel involved.
letter
writer"
has uttered one cheer, one chant,
The Christian Action Councilparticipated
and I am not exempting myself from this
one
clap
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in response to the enthuin the annual lifechain on Sunday, October4.
message.
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letter, I just want those who haven't given this the rally. The babies are crying out.
To
make
this
a
much
larger issue, I find it
much thought before to realize that this is
encouraging
that
someone
actually cared
your country, and you are responsible for
Jackie Weber
enough to complain that the cheerleaders
weren't al the Furman game as a squad.
Maybe now we can gel them in front of the
Christians arc supposed to "act." This builds
Some would call that boring, but the Bible crowd at our own home games instead of
shallow Christians.
can be interesting for truth has its own power relegated to the fringes of the field.
I wonder if our "school-spirited writer"
If we teach truth and compel each student to captivate and convict.
to search their souls for what they believe,
In this age, we need Christians who know, was school-spirited enough to attend the fall
sports Pep Rally which took the cheerleaders
behavior will reform itself.
not just feel, what they believe.
weeks of preparation and work.
Frankly,
chapel
could
be
much
better,
but
I would like to hear more messages that
I also wonder if our "school-spirited writer"
only
if
we
add
more
biblical
truth
and
less
leach biblical truth which attempt to build
would
be dedicated enough to attend summer
opinion,
more
variety
and
less
politics.
strong Christians, not just motivated ones.
camp,
arrive at school three weeks early to
I'm sure that the Old and New Testament
Rather than make the Bible conform to our
practice,
risk injury by tossing, twisting and
Survey classes do not teach everything there political agenda, let's teach it for what it is—
contorting
your body for the sake of the sport.
is to know about the Bible, but I'm afraid that the Word of God.
I would have to be a biblical studies major to
Jenn Reffher
learn more.
David Simmons
JV Cheerleading Coach

Student questions purpose, sincerity of chapel messages
Editor:
I am concerned that chapel messages have
become a voice for a political agenda, and
when they are not, an attempt to reform behavior.
It's amazing to me that in the recent past,
the Bible referred quiteabitto the war in Iraq.
This year the Bible seems to have a lot to say
about family values and the Republican party.
Granted, messages on these topics are of
value from time to time, but they are too
much repeated.
We also hear a lot of sermons on how

Cheerleaders mistreated
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A day in the life of Liberty's "President for a Day"
limo driver, so I just smile and
say "thanks."

By ROSS PERKINS
Special to the Champion

The following is a brief chronology of my
stinl as president of Liberty University. The
events, as presented, are more or less factual.
For those of you who believe every word,
please mark "discard brain tissue" on your
organ donor card.
8:55 I arrive at Dr. G's office, and his secretary greets me with a dozen red roses and a
large glass of sparkling cider. I have to give
the roses back, but I'm allowed to drink the
cider to help swish down the peanut butter
crackers I snagged off Dr. Falwell's desk on
the way up.

11:05 - 11:50 I sit through I only had to go to a couple ofclasses a year, I 'd
another top-secret meeting. pretend to be interested too!
Dr. G looks bored; I can't say
I blame him.
2:10 Class ends, and Dr. Brinkley is visibly
relieved. Before class, I'd told Dr. Brinkley
11:45 Mike shows up for I'd take our "student-for-a-day" elsewhere if
he'd excuse me from the remaining quizzes,
lunch.
but he chose to sweat it out.
12:00 Dr. G, Mike and I drive
to a private downtown club 2:12 Phone.
called Har D' Ees. I thought
the stuffed rainbow trout was 2:20 As we get to Dr. Matherly's educational
very good, and Mikey liked psychology class, Dr. G whispers to me that he
everything. Mikcaccidentally had been a student of Dr. Matherly a number
spilled some salad but said of years ago.
nothing—we quietly put it
back in the bowl.
2:20 Yeah — again.

9:50 I talk with Dean Emerick at the podium andfindout
that he's been waiting to speak
in chapel since 1983. He tells
me that Petra was supposed to
open for him, but they already
had a chapel concert date at
Bob Jones (I heard he did fine
without them).

10:05 I'm introduced by Dave
Dawson as the new president
of Liberty University. My
contact perscription is bad, so
9:00 I step into Dr. Guillermin's inner-sanc- my time at the podium is but
1:10 We all arrive back on
tum still try ing to get Skippy off the roof of my a blur.
mouth. Dr. G introduces me to Dr. Mills, the
campus. Dr. Guillermin's
provost (I still have no idea what a provost is 10:27 I drive Dr. G's car up
photo by Lori Tuckw looks nervous about his upthough).
to the mansion to get some- Senior Ross Perkins, winner of the Career Center's "President coming role as student
thing from my book bag (This
for a Day" contest, reviews his appointments for the day.
9:05 After general pleasantries and what not, really happened).
1:15 My expository writing
President's Council meeting. I hear him professor walks in (surprisingly early) and
Dr. Guillermin starts my first meeting as
"president." We discuss — I could tell you 10:31 As I walk into the Executive Dining mumble something like, "Yes honey, I'll re- to my astonishment, gives us a quiz. Dr.
what we talked about, but then I'd have to kill Hall, I notice its unique turn-of-the-century, member to bring home some milk and bread." Guillerin refuses to take mine. I thought this
you.
was supposed to be switch day!
art-deco atmosphere of the Chippendale chairs
11:00 The President's Council meeting ends,
as compared to the cafeteria's blue tables.
9:45 After the meeting. Dr. G and I head out
and there's a mad dash for the bathroom by 1:45 Dr. Guillermin, all cramped up in a blue
desk, shows genuine interest in the lecture. If
for chapel. I don't know if I should tip the 10:40 Dr. G's phone rings during the every coffee-laden soul in the room.

2:45 Class ends early and I bid farewell to Dr.
Guillermin. He tells me he enjoyed his day,
and I say the same. The truth is clear though:
Dr. Guillermin is quite satisfied that his undergraduate days arc far behind him, and I'm
equally content that the days of constant
meetings and phones calls exist only as part of
a raffle I won two weeks ago.
Special thanks to Shelly at the Career Development Center for coordinating the
contest. I hope more students consider participating in the raffle next year!

Go for a drive; college is much bigger than the campus
Have you ever noticed the difference between driving off-campus and
actually "going for a drive?" Believe
me it's much, much more than the
number of miles you travel.
Last week an usual situation arose.
A staff member needed some photos
to accompany a feature story, and it
was my responsibility to go to whatever lengths necessary to complete
the task—even if it meant a trip to the
Blue Ridge Parkway.
I love the mountains, but this posed
a problem since I had neither a) a vehicle with which to get there, nor b) a
camera with which to shoot the pictures.
I immediately dialed a Champion
photographer and acquired a 35 mm
camera. Brent, my partner in this

David
Hart
^^B 3^V^ Feature Editor

Hart of the Matter
adventure, shanghaied his girlfriend's
Isuzu Trooper. We hopped in the rover
(that's adventure lingo) and sped off
faster than Murphy Brown can say
"single motherhood."
Whisking down 460 West was a
glorious ride, and Brent and I exchanged personal backgrounds about
our respective home states. Brent is
from Rhode Island and told of the
marvelous coast, beautiful fall colors
and majestic scenery.
I, in turn, told him of my home state

of Florida — the land of 100 percent
humidity, flying cockroaches and
Walt Disney World. This is a state
where everyone is either a newly wed
or nearly dead.
We were from different worlds,
Brent and I. But for now, nothing
mattered. We were bonding.
As we approached the Blue Ridge
Parkway, I was awestruck by the size
of the mountains. These were not cute
little mountains, like the murals that
DeMoss wallpaper suggest (those
paintings date back to the 1800's).
Oh, no. These were big daddy, huge
mountains that made my bellybutton
blush.
Brent is a mountain man of sorts
and told me of his extensive hiking
and "survival experience" as we as-

cended winding mountain roads. I
told him how my best friend in the
Boy Scouts once won the pinewood
derby race car competition. I could
tell he was impressed.
I assumed Brent had been here
several times because he took dangerous hairpin turns at nearly 35 miles
per hour. Since campus security (or
are they Starsky and Hutch?) couldn't
enforce the speed limit, I did what any
normal person, afraid for his life
would do— I pumped my imaginary
brake pedal and held on for dear life.
First, he showed me a favorite spot
of his which had abubbling waterfall.
My jaw dropped in astonishment.
After all, the courtyard fountain hasn't
even been filled with water, and
couples have go to the water wheel in

Dorm circlers: just who are those maniacs?
You have probably wondered who
those idiots are that yell their heads
off driving around the dorm circle.
They are dorm circlers.
The dorm circle community is their
home, and their goal is to let everyone
know who they are. They think that
by driving around the dorm circle
they will make friends. You figure it
out.
Also referred to as cruising, dorm
circling is a lifestyle. It is a deadly
cycle.
There are four degrees of circling.
As you read, you may realize that you
too are a dorm circler.
The first degree of circler is the
Ashamed Circler. Windows up, he
decides to drive around the dorm circle
again and again —- no shouting, no
honking, merely a drive hoping that
some cute girls will notice him (in the
pitch black, with tinted windows).
When accused, he denies. He was
looking for a parking spot. He is
ashamed for stooping so low in order
to win friends.
Frustrated, this young circler de-

then say, "So how are you girls doing
tonight?" To which the girls reply
John
"Well, we're not wanting to date lugScott
gage."
Staff Columnist
The Celebrity Circler realizes
something:
Why not let others parThat is so True
ticipate in this frivolity. With four
cides that maybe with more people it friends you borrow a pickup, grab a
will work better. He is searching for a flag, play your music louder and invite
better way. With windows rolled others to jump in the truck.
down, he and his friends now yell
As the truck stops, the driver may
things. He is the Audible Circler. ask, "Hey good lookin' what's
Phrases that they may yell are "whoa" cookin'?" or "Hey good lookin' how
or "hoot, hoot" or "yahoooo" or bout aride?"or "Hey, hop in the back,
"eeaaooh" or "waooowah" or "trake, it's party time, man," or "Hey, my
trake" (I think that was coming from pickup has room if you'all want to
their rusted car). No music, just yell- party on the town, sister"
ing. However, they do sing the RightWhathe should say is,"Hey people,
eous Brothers' "You've Lost That do you want to look like idiots and
Loving Feelin'," of which they only pack in my four-cylinder Datsun and
know the chorus.
leave me fully liable if you fall out."
Creativity abounds. They open the
Realizing how foolish he is, the
trunk of their car, and two jump in. Invitational Circler regresses into a
Bingo —the Celebrity Circler! With state of repentance only to fall back
music playing, the celebrity circlers into the cycle months later. It is ineviin the trunk wave to people. Occa- table.
sionally the car may stop in front of
I exhort you to forsake the lifestyle
two girls to which the trunk duet may of the dorm circler.
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By Brian Pratt

"I told my
roommate she
would look
good in short
hair. She cried
after she cut it.'

Bob Foster
Flint, Mich.

Jane Endslow
Lancaster, PA.
I never lie.'

Heather Sternberg
Syracuse, NY.
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"I told a guy I
that I liked
him (I didn't),
and he hasn't
stopped calling me."
Channing Schneider
Lynchburg, Va.
"I will regret
telling you that I
never told a lie."

"I told a friend
that I wasn't
going to the
park, but I went
anyway."

Karri Van Haitsma
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tom Hortlelt
Harmony, PA.

ited to the physical and mental boundaries of the campus. Our world is spoken of in relation to DeMoss, the Religion Hall or the cafeteria.
Our language consists of phrases
like "driving off-campus," or "making a food run to Hardee's." We see
the bald spot as the pinnacle of our
surroundings and limit of our adventurousness.
Yet, is a friend's apartment the
limit of our own imagination? Is a
two-minute drive to a fast food restaurant the mark of our survival?
Please dont misunderstand me.
Yes, driving off-campus is wonderful. Yes, the scenery is nice, and yes,
the destination is often necessary. Yet
that's not the same as going for a
drive.
Going for a drive means to enjoy
the conversation and share the experience. It means to broaden the vision
of one's self as well as one's surroundings.
And that, my friend, is something
that can never be measured in miles.

Liberty graduate sets
goals, allows the Lord
to open the doors
By AIMEE VAILLANCOURT

What is the last lie
you regretted telling?
"I signed up
to do three
hours of
Christian
service and
didn't do it."

DeMoss for a sense of romance.
A litUe while later, he drove us to a
rock ledge he'd climbed several times
before. Together we scaled up the
face of the rock, and I took some pictures of him overlooking the rugged
terrain.
Suddenly, I had the odd sensation I
was modeling for a J Crew catalog.
There I stood, wearing an amber-colored J Crew mule jacket. You know,
the one made of heavyweight cotton
canvas (prewashed for broken-in softness) with a removable plaid lining of
wool (with a touch of nylon), corduroy collar, turnback cuffs, roomy bellow pockets and back flange for ease
of movement. Scary, huh?
I suppose I just got caught up in the
moment. The sun, the wind, and the
mountains were almost indescribable.
Brent and I stood there, silent. I took
a deep breath and thought to myself
surely, this is male bonding at its finest
As college students, our comprehension of college is sometimes lim-

Special to The Champion

"It's hard to find a job without
experience, but I just kept working at
it," Liberty alumnus Jim Fenlason
said. 'The Lord eventually opened
the doors."
Since his 1981 graduation, the Lord
has opened many doors for Fenlason.
Hi s most recent opened door led his
family and himfrom Gainsville, Va.,
to Forest, near Lynchburg, so that he
could accept the position of national
sales manager for Direct Mail Communications.
He and his family were excited
about the move and ecstatic about the
area in which they would be living.
"Lynchburg is a very nice community to raise a family in. I think that
was a big advantage to us in moving
here," Fenlason said.
Originally from Minneapolis, Fenlason spent most of his childhood in
Bozeman, Mont., where he heard
about Liberty from singers that were

Jim Fenlason
Liberty alumni
goals," he said.
Fenlason graduated from Liberty
with a degree in accounting. He also
received the (LBC) Business Student
of the Year Award.
In 1982, Tim and Beverly LaHaye
offered Fenlason 4a position to work
as vice-president offinanceand operation for the Concerned Women of
Visiting his Church, — — • • • • _ • — — • • • • • • • • • • • • • • America.
He
"I was looking
worked there for
for a liberal arts "Dr. Falwell encour- five years. His
education with a
wife Debbie and
Christian atmos- aged me to be deter- he were married in
phere, and Liberty
mined and to go
1983, not long afwas the only Christer he had begun
for
my
goals."
tian college I had
his job.
heard of at the lime
—Jim Fenlason Fenlason also
that offered busi- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ——-_—-___ ran for Montana
ncss. So I decided to go there," Fen- State Congress in 1988. However, In
lason said.
1991 the Fcnlasons moved to
When Fenlason attended Liberty, Gainsville where Jim began working
he was involved with Awana at Tho- at Hope Community Behavioral
mas Road Baptist Church, as well as Health Care Management Company.
the LU Business Association which
The Fenlasons' current goal is to
he established and presided over as raise their two sons, Matthew, 3, and
chairman in his senior year.
Stephen, 2, in a loving Christian home.
Liberty helped Fenlason believe in
Fenlason said Liberty students
himself. The university also caused should make sure they "don't lose
him to accomplish what God wanted sight of what is important. Keep your
him to do. "Dr. Falwcll encouraged goals in mind, know where you arc
me to be determined and to go for my going, and let God open the doors."
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Blue Ridge Parkway
Students find fun, adventure in Jefferson National Forest
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Champion Rsporter

The Jefferson National Forest,
next to the Blue Ridge Parkway,
offers the outdoor enthusiast a variety of activities. Aside from the biggest attraction, the Peaks of Otter,
hikes, rangingfromseveral miles to
quick jaunts through the woods, are
in abundance in the Jefferson Forest.
One of the most unspoiled and
overlooked areas of the forest is the
PetilcsGap, at the crest of the Blue
Ridge Parkway. A small sign denotes the peak, and a dirt road
branches off to the left.
This road takes the hiker to some
of the most secluded, natural spots in
the forest. A four-wheel-drive vehicle is not necessary to negotiate the
graded gravel road, but the narrowness and sharp turns make the threemile trip an adventure in itself. The
road descends quickly, taking several hairpin turns before leveling off
in the valley. The Appalachian Trail
crosses the road about l/4miledown,
and the Sulphur Spring trail crosses
two miles farther.
When the road levels off, on the
left a stream is visible through the
trees. On therightside several large
rock faces and rock-slides are visible. These rock faces, which can be
reached by a short hike from the
road, offer very good views. On a
sunny day, they become heated by
the afternoon sun and are great places
for tanning. Although almost at a
45 degree angle, technical rock climbing equipment is unnecessary to
scramble up to the top. Still, it's
dangerous to climb on a rainy day,
and soft-soled hiking boots should
be worn at all times for safely purposes.
When enough sun has been soaked
up for the day, a cool, clear mountain
stream across the hill is a great place
for a quick dip.

photo by Divid Htrt

Junior Brent Trimble views a small waterfall which empties into
a crystal clear stream near the Jefferson Forest. Other spots
offer hiking, picnicking or camping at planned intervals.
Follow the road about 200 yards
farther and listen for the sound of
rushing water. Climb down the embankment on the left side of the road
to the stream.
Unlike the James River, whose
muddy waters are not the most pleasant place to swim, this stream is so
clear that even at the river's deepest
point (15 feet), the bottom of the stream
is visible. A large swimming hole
filled by a small waterfall is the best
spot on the river to swim. The waterfall doubles as a natural "waterslide"
and gives the adventurous type a thrill.
Several brook trout make their home
in this water basin. During mayfly
season, the trout rise to the surface to
snatch the flies and other insects on
the water's surface.
This stream in the Jefferson Forest
is only one of many unspoiled spots
available to a hiker willing to explore
these out of the way places. If hiking
is not possible, a drive along the parkway is almost as good. Scenic overlooks off to the side of the road give
great views. On a clear day, to the
west, Tennessee is visible, and to the
east, Lynchburg. The sun can even be

seen glinting off the top of the Liberty
University Vines Coliseum on extremely sunny days.
About this time in the semester one
becomes tired of the standard, movies-dinner-mall type date and begin
looking for something a little more
creative. So why not visit one of the
interesting date or recreational possibilities outside the Lynchburg area?
To reach the Blue Ridge Parkway,
take Route 460 West to the 221
Bedford business exit, then go right
on route 43 North to the Peaks. At the
intersection of route 43 and the Parkway, go right onto the Parkway. A
ranger station directly across the street
and a resort lodge further ahead on the
right serve as landmarks. Stop and
pick up some maps and information
brochures available at the park ranger
station for future visits.
With the peaking of the fall foliage
coming soon and the weather cooling
off, this is a great time of year to go
hiking.
Next Saturday, try taking that spephoto by DavM Htrt
cial someone to one of these great
places. Pack a lunch, some warm Junior Brent Trimble stands midway up a sloping rock face which overlooks the Petites Gap
clothes and have a great time.
along the scenic Blue Ridge Parkway. The 470-mile long Parkway is a commercial-free and
recreationally oriented road which links the Shenandoah National Park in Virgina and The Great
Smoky Mountains National Park in North Carolina and Tennessee.

Try something a little different
It was an early Sunday morning.
The four of us in the kitchen were
busy grilling chicken breasts marinated in curry and fish stock, tossing
fresh gourmet pasta, assorted green
salads, and designing beautiful fruit
and cheese minors in preparation for
brunch.
The wait staff was equally busy
setting up display tables, chafing
dishes and polishing the silverware.
I always hated working this shift, but
I learned a lot about how a three-star
restaurant should prepare for its
guests— especially since wecharged
$18.95 per person. The most important thing that I learned this particul a r morning was how to make a
chutney.
A chutney is a highly-flavored fruit
mixture highlighted with hot peppers, raisins, spices or herbs. If the
name still doesn'tringa bell, it's the
stuff that Major Grey discovered and
started manufacturing in India when
he served there for Her Majesty.
That morning I tossed some
peaches, raisins, curry powder, orange juice and fresh cilantro in a pot
and boiled the concoction for a few
minutes. Then I began thickening it
with some cornstarch and added a
little honey before stirring. It turned
out very well for my first try.
The day I learned how to make a
compund butter was another day of
rejoicing in my culinary career. A
compound butter is basically whole
butler that is softened (but not melted)
and mixed with various herbs, seasonings and liquids to give it a particular flavor. It's rolled in wax paper
and stored cold until use. You may be
farmiliar with compound butters already and not even know it. For in-

3. Let come to a boil, then reduce heat
to a simmer
4.
Stir in cream, let come to a boil
Chris
again,
simmer 5 minutes
Phelps
5.
Thicken
with cornstarch — water
Staff Columnist
and bring to a boil again,
simmer another 3 minutes to let starck
Chef's Corner
cook out
stance, a Maitre D' Hotel butter usu- 6. Adjust flavor with salt and pepper,
ally served with steaks is a good ex- honey if necessary
ample.
7. Serve warm with entree
For those of you who are big Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) fans, you
Green Chili and Cilantro Butter
might have already seen a chutney or Ingredients:
compound butter prepared on such 1 lb whole unsweetened butter
programs as "The Frugal Gourmet," 1-6 oz. can chopped green chilis (Old
"Pasquall's Kitchen Express" or my El Paso brand is good)
personal favorite, "Great Chefs of the Juice of 1 lime extracted
South."
1 tsp freshly minced garlic
If this intrigues you to the point that 1 tsp freshly minced shallots
you want to try it yourself, then I might 1/2 cup fresh chopped cilantro
just have a recipe or two for you to try. 1 red bell pepper, diced (optional)
The Orange Chutney is excellent with salt and pepper
chicken, duck and turkey.
1 sheet (at least 18"x24") wax paper
Forcompound butter, I offeraGreen
Chili and Cilantro Butter that goes Method:
great with grilled steak and chicken 1. Let butter get softened by leaving
and even better with salmon, tuna and out for one hour
flounder. Use at least one pound of 2. In mixing bowl, combine all other
whole, unsweetened butter for com- ingredients
pound butlers.
3. Work butter into bowl with rubber
spatula, making sure all ingredients
get worked into butter
ORANGE CHUTNEY
4. Form butter mix on paper in widthIngredients:
long roll, and roll butter on paper
1 pint of fresh orange juice
lengthwise.
6 oz. chicken stock
5. Chill in refrigerator before use
2 tbsp. curry powder
1/2 pint heavy whipping cream 2 tbsp 6. Slice a 1/4" slice for each steak
whole butter
1 cup of cornstarch & water solution,
60%-40%
Method:
1. Melt butter, stir in curry powder
2. Add orange juice and chicken stock

Please
, patronize
our
advertisers

God still watches over us with love
Ryan was an ail-American kid. He
received excellent grades in school
and excelled in sports. He loved God,
his family and his country; and if
there was one person he loved most,
it was his dad. They were always
together.
One particular Friday night, Ryan
showed up at a big basketball game
with more determination than he'd
ever possessed.
The coach immediately noticed this
and wrote his star player's name into
the starting roster for the referees.
When the whistle blew and the ball
was thrown into the air, Ryan was all
over the place.
He stole passes, blocked shots and
dribbled circles around opponents
taller than himself. He even made a
three-point shot in the last seconds of
the game and brought the crowd to
their feet It was the best game he had
ever played, for Ryan single-handedly
beat the opposing team.
Yet hours after his teammates had
already gone, Ryan was still sitting in
the steam room. Sweat was dripping
all over his face and body. The coach,
astonished by his performance and
intrigued by his determination, approached Ryan.
"All these years, my dad has never
missed a single game," Ryan said.
"He never saw one though. He was
blind. He died yesterday from a heart

TWfr-SSUL
\$rid£ewater

Nelson
Chapman
Staff Columnist

BESIDE STILL WATERS

attack, and tonight, for the first time,
he saw me play," Ryan continued. "I
love him so much. I had to do my
best."
As the coach left the room, he
understood why Ryan had remained
in the steam room to think. Through
the steam, he could barely make out
the tears in Ryan's eyes. Maybe he
was trying to make his tears look like
sweat, so his dad in Heaven wouldn't
see them.
We should live our lives like Ryan
played his game. We should live just
as if the Lord were standingrightnext
us. In fact, Jesus is with us continually. In Ps. 139:7-8 we read, "Whither
shall I go from thy spirit? or whither

shall I flee from thy presence? If I
ascend up into heaven, thou art there:
if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou
art there."
Does it scare you to know that God
is watching everything you do? It
shouldn't. Knowing that He is with
you wherever you go should give you
comfort, security, courage and the
attitude that you should live righteously before Him.
We are fed, clothed, washed and
kept out of harm's way by the Father
who watches our every step. He
empowers us to face the tasks of
everyday by being with us continually.
Just like Ryan and the basketball
game, live your life for Christ vigorously and victoriously, for He is
watching indeed.
Today, remember that Jesus Christ
is watching you. He promised, "Lo, I
am with you alway, even unto the end
of the world" (Ml. 28:20).

"fit your eyes in fashion

20 %c OFF
Student and Faculty
Discount
McBride-Blackburn
Opticians
2154-B Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804) 239-3748
Next door to Subway

mainstream
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Landing a job
requires prior
preparation

College graduates have
• it sitive career outlook
By TIM PIERCE
City News Editor

The career outlook in certain occupations is considered to be exceptionally bright until the year 2005 for
college graduates with at least a
bachelor's degree, according to the
Occupational Outlook Quarterly.
The following is an overview of the
20 fastest growing occupations in
America.
1) Systems analysts plan and
coordinate the activities required to
develop methods of processing data.
Employers seek applicants with degrees in computer science or data
processing. Average earnings are
$30,000.
2) Physical therapists arc health
care specialists who use physical
means to help people cope with pain
and disability caused by disease or
injury. Employers seek applicants
who have a bachelor's degree in
physical therapy. Average earnings
are 528,000.
3) Operations research analysts
prepare models of business problems
in the form of mathematical equations to find possible cost-effective
solutions. Employers seek applicants
with degrees in mathematics, business administration or operations
research, and some require a master's
degree. Average earnings arc 530,000.
4) Medical technologists perform
laboratory tests essential to the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of disease and work closely with an attending physician. Employers seek applicants with degrees in chemistry, biology, or mathematics and completion
of a 12-month program at a school of
medical technology. Average earnings are 525,000.
5) Psychologists attempt to under-

Graduation is approaching, and
many students are preparing their
resume* and planning for job interviews. The following information
concerning rcsumd writing and job
interviewing can be beneficial.
A resume" has no set format but
should include:
• Name, address and telephone
number
• Employment objective—what
is it that you want to do?
• Education, including school
name and address, dates of attendance, curriculum and highest
degree awarded.
• Experience, paid or volunteer
including internships, co-op programs and summer employment.
For each job include job title, name
and address of employer, and dates
of employment.
• Special skills and knowledge
that may be helpful in gaining
employment, honors or awards
received, membership in organizations and extracurricular activities
• List of references with addresses
and telephone numbers.
A resume" should be typed and be
as thorough as possible without
being lengthy.
Once you have submitted a rcsumd and have been called for an
interview, begin preparing. Learn
about the organization by collecting literature and briefly researching its history and its present capacities. Review your qualifications
for the job you are applying for, and
be ready to answer broad questions
about yourself including your reasons for applying and why you think
you are the most qualified applicant.
Personal apperance is very important. On the day of the interBy MIKE GATHMAN
view, be sure you are well groomed
Sports Editor
and dressed appropriately. Ladies
The hub of Lynchburg culture reshould avoid heavy make-up and
volves around the 209-year-old Com"strong" perfume. Men should
munity Market, which began and still
avoid slouching and heavy cologne.
exists to serve thecommunity through
There are a few things you should
special events and weekly Saturday
bring to the interview. A Social
morning markets.
Security card and your driver's
"The Community Market is
license may be needed for tax purLynchburg's centerpiece for activity
poses. You should also bring acopy
and is its most time-honored tradiof your resume\ Although the emtion," LU graduate and Market Masployer may not require you to bring
ter Tracy Roberts Trent said. "Since
a list of references, it is a good idea
its beginning in 1783, it has been an
to do so. Bring at least three referinteresting living history exhibit."
ences and get prior permission to
The history of Lynchburg and its
use their names and give out their
culture
has been preserved with the
addresses, phone numbers and ocmarket,
and the intention of the marcupations. Avoid using relatives,
ket
is
to
serve the community.
especially immediate family mem"Lynchburg
has culture! Because
bers. It is best to use past employers
of
the
four
colleges
in the area, there
since they are the best judge of the
are
many
people
here
that came from
quality of work you are capable of
all
over
the
country,"
Trent
said. "The
doing.
people that complain about the town
Once you have arrived at the
being boring are the ones who end up
interview and checked in, relax.
staying once they get beyond the
You've prepared and you are ready.
college campus and find out about
Your name is called, and you're
Lynchburg."
ready to begin.
Since its beginning, the market has
During the interview, answer
best
served as the community's
each question concisely. Be someweekly
gathering place to sell fruits,
what brief, and come to the point as
crafts,
food
and art. Every Saturday
soon as possible. Try not to waste
over
60
vendors
bring their goods to
time searching for an answer. Be
the
market
for
sale
from 6 a.m. to 2
honest and indicate your confidence
p.m.
to the interviewer. Flowery words
There are 79 possible booths for
are often more detrimental than
visitors
to enjoy. Hundreds of people
helpful.
flood the market every Saturday to
Use good manners and proper
see Lynchburg culture and buy fresh
English avoiding slang at all costs.
fruits, vegetables and other goods.
To some employers, using slang
Although the majority of the booths
may be an indication of immaturare
crafts, vegetables and fruits, there
ity. Not that you are immature, but
are
also booths with people selling
using slang can project unprofestheir
own products such as homesionalism.
made earrings.
Convey a sense of cooperation
Besides the market every Saturday
and enthusiasm. Let your potential
morning,
there are many featured
employer know that you arc
trustworthy and easy to gel along
with. Be open-minded about possible job duties, and convey the
impression that you really want the
The Living Christmas Tree:
position for which you arc apply22nd annual performance,
ing. Ask questions about the position and the organization.
"Whiter Than Snow," at ThoSome interviews require a writmas Road Baptist Church. Perten lest. If you are required to lake
formances are Dec. 5, 2 p.m.
a test, listen carefully to instrucand 7 p.m.; Dec. 5, 6 p.m.;
tions. Read each question carefull y,
Dec. 11, 7 p.m.; Dec. 12, 2
eliminating choices that you know
p.m. and 7 p.m.; Dec. 13, 2
are the wrong answer. Write legip.m. and 6 p.m. Tickets are
bly and clearly to eliminate any
now on sail. All seats reserved.
discrepencies. Budget your time
Tickets are $5.00. To order
wisely and avoid dwelling on one
call (804) 239-9281 or write
particular question.
Above all, stay relaxed!

stand a person's trails and behaviors
and explain their needs through a
process of interviewing, observing,
testing, background study and controlled experiments. Applicants normally have doctorates in pyschology.
Average earnings are 544,000.
6) Computer programmers write
and code instructions that control the
work of a computer. Applicants
should have at least a bachelor's
degree in computer science. Average
earnings arc 527,000.
7) Occupational therapists select
anddirccteducaiional, vocational and
recreational activities designed to help
mentally or physically disabled patients. Applicants should have a
bachelor's degree in occupational
therapy. Average earnings are
525,000.
8) Management analysts analyze
business operating procedures to
design a plan that is the most efficient
method of accomplishing work.
Applicants should have a bachelor's
degree in business with some experience or a master's degree in business
or public administration. Average
earnings arc S36.0OO.
9) Marketing, advertising and
public relations managers direct the
activities of an agency, carry out the
marketing, advertising and PR policies of an organization. Applicants
should have a broad liberal arts background with degrees in their respected
field. Average earnings are 543,000.
10) Specialized physicians are
specialists in the care and treatment
of particular diseases or injuries.
Applicants should have a bachelor's
degree and four years of medical
school plus training in a specialized
area of medicine. Average earnings
are 575,000.

11) Kindergarten teachers teach
children obedience, cleanliness,
punctuality, and cooperation. They
train children to use their talents to
create objects, music, poetry and art.
Applicants should have a bachelor's
degree in elementary education.
Average earnings are 525,000.
12) Special education teachers
teach handicapped, retarded and
mentally disturbed children. Applicants should have a bachelor's degree
in either elementary or secondary
education. Average earnings arc
525,000.
13) Financial services sales representatives sell a variety of financial services. They maintain a list of
clients and market the services of
their company. Applicants should
have a bachelor's degree in marketing. Average earnings are 525,000.
14) Recreational therapists plan,
organize and direct medically approved recreational programs for
patients in hospitals and other institutions. Applicants should have a
bachelor's degree in recreational
therapy. Average earnings are
517,000.
15) Lawyers are trained professionals who represent the state or a
client in legal matters. They may work
for a law firm or represent clients
through private practice. Applicants
must have a bachelor's degree and
three years of law school. In addition,
all lawyers must pass the bar exam in
their respected slate. Average earnings for entry-level are 532,000.
16) Accountants and auditors
compile, analyze, verify and prepare
such business and financial records
as profit and loss statements, balance
sheets, cost studies and tax reports.
They may specialize in auditing, tax
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work, cost accounting, budgeting and
control or other related disciplines.
Applicants must have a bachelor's
degree in accounting. Accountants
with experience may be required to
be a certified public accountant(CPA).
Average earnings are 523,000.
17) A ircraft pilots operate aircraft
for transport of passengers, freight,
mail or other common purposes.
Airlines prefer a bachelor's degree in
one of the sciences, engineering or
business. In addition, applicants must
pass rigorous written, flight and
medical exams and are required to
hold a commercial pilot's license.
Average earnings for airline pilots
are 580,000.
18) Social workers attempt to alleviate and prevent social problems
and needs caused by such factors as
poverty, unemployment, illness, broken homes, family maladjustments,
physical, mental and emotional handi-

caps, and inadequate housing. They
work on such problems through individual casework and group work. Applicants should have a bachelor's degree in social work. Average earnings
are 518,000.
19) Engineering managers direct
the activities of an engineering project. Duties may include preliminary
research and cost any alsis. Applicants
are required to have a bachelor's
degree in engineering. Some companies may also require a master's degree
in business administration. Average
earnings are $40,000.
20) Secondary school teachers
instruct junior and senior high school
students normally in a particular
subject such as English, math, or
history. Applicants should have a
bachelor's degree in secondary education with a concentration their respected discipline. Average earnings
are $27,000.

Community Market is center for activities

photo courtesy Community Market

Ed Schubert of Shades of Green Nursery is one of many merchants at the Community Market.
special events. On Sept. 12 and 13 the
market held a Band Jam which featured all up and coming musical talent
from the Lynchburg, Charlottesville,
Blacksburg and surrounding areas.
Over 18 musical groups were featured during the two-day event.
Every Thursday night from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. the country music group
Back Street is featured in the market
parking lot.
Throughout the week there are
businesses open every day. The
restaurants Moore's at the Market
and Philippine Delight are open to
the public all week. There is also a
pork shop and a fish market which are
open on Fridays and Saturdays.
Everything done at the community
market is free for everyone to enjoy.
A nominal charge for vendors booths

Off-Campus Calendar
to: The Living Christmas Tree,
Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.
PETRA in concert: Sunday
Oct. 25, 5 p.m. at the Patriot
Center, George Mason University. Ticket prices arc $16.
Group rates are $ 15 for groups
of 10 or more and $12 for
groupsof20ormore.Tocharge
by phone call 1-800-551SEAT.

helps to cover market expenses such
as electric and maintenance.
The market is underwritten by the
Lynchburg Public Works Department.
Most of the money is used for general
upkeep of the armory, located upstairs, and the basement, located
downstairs.
Many special events are held in the
armory by c lubs or organizations who
rentthe facility. The rent for the armory
is low in order to attract people to use

C L U B S
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
LU BOOKSTORE COUPON ""

the building for community events.
One example of armory use is the
Annual Pancake Jamboree on Nov. 6
from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. by The Exchange Club of Lynchburg. Anyone
is welcome to attend. The tickets cost
S3 in advance and 53.50 at the door
with all proceeds being returned to
the community.
The armory will also be used on
Oct. 3 for professional wrestling which
usually draws large crowds.

An additional source of funds for
the market is the Friends of the
Community Market, Inc., which is a
non-profit organization especially
designed to raise funds to support the
market.
Friends of the Community Market
began in 1989 and since then has
sponsored the annual "Christmas at
the Market" craft show which generates funds to purchase necessary
equipment at the market. This organization also donates time and effort for
special events held at the market and
the armory.
In the future, the market plans to
continue the tradition of the Saturday
morning market and promote local
talent.
"I envision the market to continue
along the same path and continue to
be thecentcrof thecommunity ."Trent
said. "I want to keep it going for 200
more years!"
With the growing popularity of
country music, the market plans to
hold its annual band jam next year
featuring as many different country
groups as possible.
The next major event planned is the
Harvest Festival on Oct. 31 which
celebrates the end of the harvest
season by paying tribute to local
farmers.
On Saturday and Sunday Nov. 28
and 29, the annual "Christmas at the
Market" will be held to help welcome
the Christmas season.

FOR SALE: Wedding gown fits 616. Sleeveless, ruffled lace collar,
matching train and veil $200. Call
anytime 525-3178.

FOR SALE: AT & T PC 6300 compuler. IBM compatible. Dual 5 1/4"
floppy disk drives. 640K. Monochrome
monitor included. Some software available. Call 525-6545 after 5 p.m.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell quality vacations to exotic destinations Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, and Florida. Work
for the most reliable spring break
company with the best commissions/
service Sun Splash Tours 1-800-4267710

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. m3,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs. LA
70727

'

LU BOOKSTORE SPECIAL

f

20% OFF
LIVING EPISTLE TEE
SHIRTS

STOP BY AND
CHECK OUT OUR
"SPECIAL" 1/2 PRICE
BOOK SECTION.

"THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER"

BOOK SALE
20% OFF
THE REGULAR PRICE OF
ANY TRADE BOOK IN STOCK
WITH AflECCOVERDURING THE
MONTH OF OCTOBER.
Expiration Date: 10/31

LU BOOKSTORE COUPON A !

WITH THIS COUPON.
"SHARE YOUR FAITH WITH A
LIVING EPISTLE TEE"
LIMITED TO STOCK MERCHANDISE

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY.

Expiration Data: 10/23
.

LU BOOKSTORE SPECIAL
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LU BOOKSTORE COUPON
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Flames defeat TSU with 16-point quarter
By SHANNON D.HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The LU football team, which exploded in thefirsthalf and struggled
in the second in Saturday's game
against Towson State Univeisity, held
on for a 16-14 win over the Tigers,
improving LU's record to 3-2.
The Flames offense tallied 177
yards and 16 points in the first quarter. However, the team only managed
154 yards and no scores in the remaining three quarters of play.
In contrast, the Tigers gained only
87 total yards in thefirstquarter but
established themselves in the remainder of the game with 322 yards and 14
points.
"We were in danger of doing the
same thing as we did against North
Carolina A&T," LU linebacker Dion
Krause said. "We thought we had
(the game) wrapped by the fourth
quarter and laid off."
The Flames gained 225 yards in the
air through quarterback Robby
Justino who connected on 23 of 38
pass attempts.
Maurice Jones led the team in receiving yardage with 86 and James
McKnight followed with 63 yards.
On the ground Adrian Cherry
gained a career high 124 yards on 22
carries. In the previous two games,

Football Game 5
Offensive
Rushing; Cherry
Justino
Receiving; Jones
McKnight
Cherry
Cherry
TDs:
McKnight
Defensive
Tackles: Hadley
Thompson
tilt
Monroe
Pritchard
Krause
Christopher

124
16
86
63
45
1
1
9
7
5
5
4
4

Cherry has filled in for starting backs
Scott Thomas and Matt Council.
Thomas suffered a season-ending
injury against N.C. A&T, and Council will be out for about another two
weeks after undergoing orthoscopic
knee surgery.
Defensively, the Flames were faced
with TSU running back Tony Vinson
who entered the game averaging 220.3
rushing yards per game. The LU
defense held him well under his average as he rushed for 135 yards.
Things looked bleak for the Flames
in the opening drive as the team
fumbled the ball, and Towson recov-

ered on the 11-yard line. However
Towson was unable to take advantage because its kicker Buddy Dunn
missed a 22-yard field goal attempt.
Liberty scored on the next drive
going 65 yards in 7:15. Daniel
Whitehead connected on a 32-yard
field goal attempt to put the Flames
on top 3-0.
Robby Justino ignited with 3:31
left in the first quarter, completing a
pass to Jones for 29 yards and
McKnight for 10 yards. He then
connected a pass for a touchdown to
McKnight. Whitehead's point-afterattempt made the score 10-0.
Liberty surprised TSU on the kickoff following the touchdown by going
for an on-side kick and recovering the
ball on Towson's 43-yard line. On the
next play Cherry broke five tackles as
he ran 43 yards into the endzonc.
Whitehead's conversion attempt
was no good and left the score at 16photo by Tim Harrmmn
0. Whitehead's PAT miss was only
LU running back Adrian Cherry is tackled between two NC A&T defenders. Cherry, the starting
the second miss of his career.
Thesecondand thirdquarters turned back for the Flames, responded to the start by gaining 124 yards in the 16-14 win over Towson.
into a punting contest between the seconds left on a five-yard touchTowson tried an on-side kick but fair catch, and Liberty recovered.
two teams. The Flames Eric Colvard down run by Vinson.
Liberty downed the ball on the next
the kick went out of bounds at their
punted six times in the two quarters
play as the final 36 seconds ran off the
In the fourth quarter, TSU cut own 47-yard line.
while TSU's Alex Vodopija booted Liberty's lead to two points when
The Tigers were given one more clock.
the ball four times.
Next week the team travels to
Tiger quarterback Danny Crowley chance to win when they forced LU to
The Tigers however, did manage to threw a nine yard touchdown pass to punt with 46 seconds left in the game. Orono, Maine, to play the University
score in the third quarter with 43 Mark Orlando.
But TSU's Kevin Howard fumbled a of Maine Black Bears at 1:30 p.m.

Women's volleyball improves to .500 with wins
By JONATHAN COOLEY
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames volleyball team
won two games and lost one at the
Liberty University Invitational last
weekend to even its season record
at 10-10.
Liberty defeated American
University and the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington but lost
to the UNC-A.
Nicole Nice led the Flames to victory over American University scoring 24 kills and 24 digs. Kim Lawson
added 13 kills and21 digs while Laura
Miller tallied 47 assists as Liberty
defeated American 3-1.

The Lady Flames won the first,
second and fourth games by scores of
15-12, 16-14 and 17-15. The team
lost the third game 15-13. Natasha
Sylvian put down 15 kills for American and Jennifer Giordano had registered 21 digs.
UNC-Asheville defeated Liberty
three games to one. Gina Golkiewicz
hit down 22 kills and scored 15 digs
for Asheville while Danielle Meyer
led the team with 42 assists.
Asheville lost the first game 15-8
but rallied to win the second, third
and fourth games by scores of 15-8,
15-11 and 15-10.
Lawson registered 21 kills and

Nice scored 18 kills for the Flames.
Dianne Martindale tallied 12 digs
while Nikki Keznor had 11 in the
Flames losing effort. Miller had 49
assists in the game.
LU opened the Invitational on
Friday night by defeating UNC-W
three games to one by scores of 1512,11-15,15-12 and 15-6.
Lawson led the Flames offensively
with 24 kills while Nice and Keznor
recorded 23 and 16 kills respectively.
Miller added 49 assists to the Flames
offense despite being hit in the face
by a knee in the second game.
Amy Beth Chilausky set the pace
offensively for Wilmington with 17

kills while Sheldon Plentovich had
20 digs.
Coach Chris Fletcher was pleased
with the play of the Lady Flames.
She said, "Defensively we're playing great. Laura Miller is really on as
far as her setting. Anytime the setting
is on, the hitting is on."
She also added that she felt the
team was starting to learn the psychological game of volleyball.
Earlier this week, the Lady Flames
defeated Davidson College three
games to one. Liberty won the first,
second and fourth games by scores of
15-11 each time. The team lost the
third game 15-9.

Men's soccer loses
conference game

Lady booters blank
UNC-A for third win
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team
captured its third victory of the season on Saturday with a 1-0 shutout
against the University of North Carolina at Asheville.
The win against the Lady Bulldogs
improved Liberty's season record
to 3-2.
The only goal was scored during
the first half by midfielder Mandi
Limmage with an assist by Janice
Oliveras. However, the LU offense
continually pressured the Lady Bulldogs defense by keeping the ball on
their side of the field.
Because of this constant pressure
the lady booters outshot UNCAsheville 25-2 throughout the game.
Key players for LU included
Mandi Limmage with eight shots on
goal followed by Amy Ingalls and
Terri Lee who each tallied four
shots. Janice Oliveras registered
three shots on goal while Jennifer
Dayton and Kelly Endlich each
finished with two shots.
Although head coach Kerry St. John
was not disappointed with the win, he
was disappointed with how the game
was played. He felt his team committed mistakes they shouldn't have. He
also felt the team did not have the
technique that they should have at
this point in the season.
"I am glad thai we got out of it
alive," St. John said. 'The team rec-

Bengds
Ummage
Oliveras

Goals
4
3
1
1

Assists
O
1
1
1

By RON MUSCOLINO
Champion Reporter

Golf team
establishes
support
club

By MIKE GATHMAN

ognized the problems wc had during
the game, and that is half the battle."
With a Big South Conference match
at Maryland-Baltimore County next
weekend, St. John said that some
techniques will be worked on this
week in practice before that game.
"We are primarily having to continue working on the basics," St. John
said. "We need to make the foundational skills more habitual and a part
of our day to day playing. That is the
only way that we will be consistent in
our winning."
Although the game was not what it
was expected to be, there were still
benefits from the competition.
"We are learning that we have to
work together as a team," St. John
said. "When we all don't work together, we are not as successful. Individual effort isfine,but teamwork is
more important."
The Lady Flames are now
preparing for a Big South Conference
away game against MarylandBaltimore County on Friday, Oct. 9
and a Saturday away game against
Roanoke College.

Women's soccer
leaders

For all golf fans, the Masters is now
located in Lynchburg but does not
include golfers Nick Faldo, Payne
Stewart, Ian Woosman, Freddy
Couples, Arnie Palmer or Jack Nicklaus. The Masters at Liberty is a new
program started for LU golf fans.
The program was started by former
golf coach and current assistant athletic director Mike Hall and new golf
coach Frank Landrey.
The program was started for many
reasons, most importantly according
to Landrey is that "the Masters Club
is designed to honor the Lord".

Lawson had 26 kills for the Flames, gave herLU'scareerrecord forblocks
and Keznor had 18 digs to lead the at 332.
team.
LU women's
On Sept. 26 and 27 the Flames lost
two games and won one at the Radford
volleyball leaders
Invitational.
Assists: Miller
791
Liberty lost to Radford and WestN.Nice
48
em Carolina three games to one, but
defeated Milligan 3-0. The scores in
Digs: N.Nice
228
the game against Radford were 11Keznor
226
15,15-11,13-15 and 12-15. Western
Lawson
184
Carolina defeated the Flames by
184
Miller
scores of 14-16,15-12,8-15 and 1215. LU beat Milligan by scores of 15KBIs: N.Nice
400 i
2,15-6 and 15-12.
Lawson
257
During the match against Milligan,
Keznor
123
Lawson recorded four blocks which

Sports Editor

photo by JofiCoU

Liberty's Terri Lee battles for the ball with a UNC-Asheville
defender during the Flames 1-0 win on Saturday at the LU
Soccer Complex. The win improved the team to 3-2 for the
season and 1-1 in the Big South Conference. In five games this
year the Lady Flames have outshot the opponents 106-55 while
outscoring the opponents 29-23.
The program essentially offers golf
followers an opportunity to be part of
the growing LU golf program and to
receive free golf merchandise with
their contribution to Liberty's golf
program.
The free gifts include: golf shirts
(polo-style), tickets to LU home football games, a dinner at New London
Sleakhouse, 12 rounds of 18 hole golf
at London Downs Golf Course and
many other assorted gifts.
These donations are another key
reason for the program being started,
Landrey said.
'The purpose of raising the funds is
to make the golf program at Liberty a

top flight contender at the division
one level," he said.
The new funds would enable Liberty to improve from the current two
scholarships offered to Flames golfers, to a scholarship total of four and
a half.
An important focus of the Masters
program is the unity it will build
throughout the community of
Lynchburg and also with the faculty
and students here at Liberty.
Landrey said, "We're gonna make
this fun, have some fellowship and do
something for the future of golf at
Liberty."
One of the reasons for improving

The Flames men's soccer team
lost its first conference game of the
year 3-0 at Coastal Carolina on
Saturday, dropping the teams record
to 8-2 overall and 2-1 in the
conference. Earlier in the week,
the team defeated Radford
University 1-0.
In the loss to Coastal, the team
was outshot 19-9 and managed
only three shots in the first half.
Although the team created few
scoring opportunities, Head Coach
Bill Bell felt the team had
ample chances to score on
breakaways, but failed to put the
ball in the net.
LU senior Mark Senitz and junior
James Wright led the Flames offense
with three shots each. Goalie Charles
Ogunniy i savedfiveof the eight shots
that came his way.
Davor Seric registered six shots on
goal for Coastal while Eric Schmitt
and Rob Williams each scored four
shots on goal.
The Flames tallied 11 fouls in
the game while Coastal was caught
for 12 fouls.
Coastal Carolina was led by Schmitt
who scored two goals against LU. His
first goal came 2:11 into the contest
when he stole the ball from the LU
defense and kicked the ball in for the
unassisted score. This goal left LU
with a 1 -0 deficit, and it remained for
the golf program is that golf has its
advantages over other group sports
because each golfer is competing
against himself and the course, not
against the other participants per se.
This aspect of the game enables the
players from different teams to become friends as they walk the course.
For participants in golf and followers alike, the Masters Club offers
its fans many opportunities. However, the fundamental reason the
program came into existence is because of the fans.
To put it more aptly, Landrey said,
"The Masters Club is for people who
want to help Liberty University and

the first half.
Ten minutes into the second half,
Schmitt scored his second goal of the
game on a head shot to give Coastal a
2-0 lead. Neil Payne and Williams
assisted Schmitt on the score.
Coastal Carolina put the game out
of LU's reach five minutes later on an
unassisted goal by Seric.
On Wednesday night the Flames
defeated Radford University 1-0 on
the road for the team's second conference win of the season.
Senitz scored the only goal of the
game for LU late in the second half,
and the defense held on to preserve
the victory.
The goal by Senitz tied him for the
all-time LU points record. He needs
one more goal or assist to break the
record.
Last year Radford University finished the season with a Big South
Conference record of 6-0. With the
win LU improved to 8-1 and 2-0 in
the conference.
The team will be at home for a
conference game against MarylandBaltimore County on Saturday, Oct.
10 at 2 p.m.

Men's soccer
leaders
Wright
Senitz
Ward

Goals
10
6
4

Assists
3
3
6

that have a love for the game of
golf."
Landrey became the golf coach
when Hall resigned because of
family commitments and work responsibilities.
Before resigning, Hall searched
for a replacement who would provide as both a top-notch golf coach
and Christian leader for the players.
Hischoice was Georgia Tech graduate Frank Landrey.
Anyone who would like information about the MastersClubor would
like to join please call Mike Hall at
582-2105 or call Frank Landrey at
846-3649.
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Sixers, Sonics to play at Liberty
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The NBA returns to Lynchburg
when the Philadelphia 76ers play
the Seattle SuperSonics on Saturday,
Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Liberty
University Vines Center.
Sports Productions, Inc., which is
based in Winchester, Va., is organizing the game which is sponsored by
Pepsi-Cola and Harris Teeter as well
as WSET-13.
The event will raise money for the
Big Brothers and Sisters of Central
Virginia. For each paid ticket, 50
cents will be donated to the charity.
This is the second consecutive year
an NBA game will be played in the
Vines Center. Last year's game featured the Houston Rockets against
the Atlanta Hawks.
"I'm happy to be in Lynchburg.
This (Vines Center) is a very nice
building," Sixers General Manager
Gene Shue said. "I'm tickled to death
about the Sixers coming here."
"It's great that we have the facility.
Lynchburg is interested in this game
because it is good for the youngsters
in the community," Lynchburg Mayor
Julian Adams said. "It's good for
them to see the highest level of basketball played."
Although this is the highest level of
basketball, both teams lack a bonafide superstar. However, Shue does
not feel the lack of superstars will
prevent the game from selling out.
'The attraction is a good one, and
we hope we have the support of last
year," Shue said. "People will still
come out to see the Sixers (and Su-

perSonics) because of the growth in
popularity of basketball."
This season the Sixers will be without the services of NBA All-Star and
Olympian Charles Barkley. During
the off-season Barkley was traded to
the Phoenix Suns for Tim Perry, Jeff
Hornacek and Andrew Lang.
"Charles was with us for eight years,
and it's difficult to trade a guy like
that But there was a feeling that he
needed a change," Shue said. "The
three players received will help the
team and should do a terrific job."
The Sixers also added Head Coach
Doug Moe to help build a new team
chemistry. Moe will have the newest
Sixers running along with Hersey
Hawkins, Johnny Dawkins, Armon
Gilliam and the rest of the team.
"Doug Moe is unique because of
his motion offense. The image of the
team will be very, very different. He
is a very flamboyant and colorful
person," Shue said.
The SuperSonics enter the game as
a team not in need of much change.
After 36 games last year the Sonics
changed head coaches to George Karl
and it paid off with a 27-15 record for
the rest of the season.
Derrick McKey and Shawn Kemp
led the team from the beginning of me
year in scoring with 15.3 and 15.0
points per game respectively. Ricky
Pierce and Eddie Johnson also helped
to bolster the Sonics after being traded
to Seattle last season.
Tickets for the game are S8.50,
S 16.50, S20.50 and S25. There will be
approximately 8,600 tickets sold
including limited VIP seals.

Mike
Gathman
Sports Editor

Sports Shorts
forth an even stronger effort for
conference games. He said the
team used to have the same attitude
for all games and it was ncvef
as exciting.
Bell feels that there is an extra pride
involved when conference games are
played because the team wants to
send a message to the league.
However, experience is not the only
reason for the Flames success this
year. There have been several key
new and returning players on the team
this season who have contributed both
offensively and defensively.
The most notable addition on the
offense has been James Wright from
Sheffield, England. Wright has not
only led the Flames in scoring, but

JMU football game
The Liberty University ticket
office has tickets available for the
Saturday, Nov. 7 game at James
Madison University. Tickets are
available for $5 and S10 each.

game runs beyond 11:45 p.m., you
may pick up a late night pass from
the manager's office to get back in
your dorm after midnight.

Hockey Club

The LU hockey club defeated
the
Roanoke All-Stars 6-1 Friday
NFL action
night at Lancerlot Arena in
Every Monday night the big
Vinton, Va.
screen in the student center carries
The exhibition game was the
Monday Night Football.
first of the year for the Flames.
This week's game is the Denver
LU cruised to the easy victory
Broncos at the Washington
behind the scoring of Brian Bauer
Redskins beginning at 9 p.m. Both who tallied two goals.
teams will be seeking a victory
Both teams were plagued with
tokeep up in each division.
penalties throughout the contest The
Just sign out in your dorm before third period was also marred with
coming to the Student Center. If the fighting by both teams.

Sports Schedule

Football: On the road at the
University of Maine on Saturday,
Oct. 10 starting at 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer: At home on
Saturday, Oct. 10 against the
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County starting at 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer: On the road
Friday Oct. 9 at the University
of Maryland-Baltimore County
starting at 6:30 p.m.
Women's Volleyball: On the road

photo courtesy of the Seattle SuperSonici

The NBA returns to Lynchburg on Saturday, Oct. 17 at 7:30
p.m. The Philadelphia 76ers will play the Seattle SuperSonics in
a preseason game. This is the second year the NBA has played
a game in the Liberty University Vines Center. Last year the
Atlanta Hawks played the Houston Rockets in a preseason
game. Shawn Kemp (above) of the SuperSonics slams the ball
over the head of the Chicago Bulls Scottie Pippen during a
regular season game last year.

Men's soccer bounces bad predictions
Ten games into the season the LU
men's soccer team has already won
more games than last year's 7-11-1
finish. The team is 8-2 this season.
Included in those eight wins are two
conference victories compared to last
year's one conference win.
On Wednesday night the Flames
defeated Radford University 1-0 on
the road. A goal late in the secondhalf by senior Mark Senitz lifted the
Flames to victory in one of only two
night games this year. Last season the
Highlanders were a perfect 6-0 in the
conference.
One key to the Flames early season
success has been the confidence and
experience the team gained from its
first season in the Big South Conference. Both the players and Head
Coach Bill Bell agree that there is a
difference in team attitude for conference games and non-conference
games.
One of the Flames scoring leaders,
Senitz, agrees that now the team
places a higher emphasis on and puts

Sports Notebook

has been leading the conference in
scoring.
Before his arrival on the team, Bell
claimed that Wright was an "outstanding goal scorer," and so far he
has lived up to this description.
Both returning seniors Brent Ward
and Senitz, who is tied for the AilTime LU scoring record, have also
helped contribute largely to the team's
scoring attack. Both have already
'registered three-goal games this year.
Another key addition to the squad
this season has been goalie Charles
Ogunniyi who has been solid in goal
so far this season. He also helps the
offense with his powerful kicks which
sometimes travel as far as three-quarters of the field.
The only weakness Bell has noticed with the team this season is the
complacent attitude that he sees once
LU has gained a lead. For instance in
last weekend's 5-1 win over Charleston Southern, Bell felt the team
could have scored more goals if the
offensive aggressiveness had contin-

ued throughout the game.
But if that is the only problem the
squad has experienced this year, the
LU men's soccer team is definitely
headed in the right direction after
being picked by Big South coaches
and sports information directors to
finish eighth in the division.
There are still seven games left in
the season including six conference
games. The Flames must continue to
play strong offense and defense in
order to win the conference.
The team's schedule leaves only
strong opponents for the remainder of
the season, however the biggest test
of the year will come when the team
travels to the University of Virginia
on Oct. 28 at 3 p.m. Last year the
Cavaliers were one of the top teams in
the country and defeated LU 4-0.
However, in order to qualify as a
truly successful season, the team needs
to focus its efforts on winning the Big
South Tournament on November 4
through 8. So far the team is off to a
good start at obtaining that goal!

Saturday, Oct. 10 at MarylandBaltimore County for a tournament.
The Flames will play Radford
at 10 a.m. and UNC-Grecnsboro
at 1 p.m.
Cross Country: On the road
Saturday, Oct. 10 at the Leigh
Paul Shore Invitational starting
at 10:30 a.m.
Tennis: At home on Thursday, Oct.
8 against Lynchburg College starting at 3 p.m.

Football Game 6
Preview
1992 Liberty Flames 3-2
Opponent: University of Maine
Game site: Alumni Stadium
Orono, Maine
Time:
Oct. 10, 1:30 p.m.
Last meeting: First meeting
Game Day: The football team will head to the University
of Maine this weekend to battle a team which is just two
years removed from the Division 1-AA playoffs. The
game was not on the schedule originally, but after
foreign teams cancelled out on both clubs, the teams
agreed to play rather than have an off-week. The Flames
are coming off aclose victory at Towson State University.
This will be the third consecutive week that LU has
been on the road. A win at Maine is crucial to the
Flames success this season. A loss would almost
certainly elimate LU from playoff contention. The key will
again be for the Flames to successfully run the ball. LU
running back Adrian Cherry played a large role in the
teams win at Towson with his 124-yard performance.
A win is a must to build the teams confidence heading
into the heart of the season. The last five games after
Maine are all formidable opponents. However, three
of the five games will be at home. LU still has to travel
to Northern Illinois and to James Madison University
this season.

The Great Sports Debate

Come See The New

Women deserve equal rights to play men's sports
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By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The National Hockey League has
finally broken one of the last barriers
women have in this world by allowing them to compete on a professional
sports team.
Manon Rheaume is a goalie for the
NHL expansion Tampa Bay Lightning. She made the team on the basis
of her ability, beating out others for
the position.
There is no question she has the
right to play. How can there be a
legitimate argument against her right
to be on the ice? If being a woman is
the only argument, then there is no
argument!
Just because men and women are
different biologically does not mean
they cannot play sports together.

Obviously Rheaume has been playing hockey fora long time. She knows
what its like on the ice and she is
probably tougher than many veteran
hockey players.
She obviously also knows that in
hockey there are going to be hard hits.
That is a part of the game. Don't
expect her to cry about a broken nail
after the game as one newsreporter
suggested after her first NHL preseason game.
She should also be allowed to play
because no other league offers top
notch opponents like the National
Hockey League.
She has been playing in Canada's
Major Junior Hockey League and
led the national women's team to a
1992 world title. She has reached the
pinnacle of other leagues she has

played in.
Should she be denied the rights to
further improve her hockey skills by
playing in a belter league? The
answer is no!
Granted not all women are capable
of playing at these levels of sports,
but the ones who have the ability
should play.
Still some would argue that she
should not play because of an allmale locker room situation. This can
simply be avoided by adding her own
private room to dress in.
Tampa Bay's decision to allow
her to be on the team could now
open up doors for other sports and
women. Women have been trying for
years to become umpires in major
league baseball but have been denied
the chance.

Maybe it's time professional teams
begin to evaluate why for years there
have been no women involved in
sports. It might just open the door for
more women!

Women should stay out of men's sporting events
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

October 9
11:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
8 1 0 5 Timberlake Rd.
(804) 237-PUTT

How is this for a scenario? You're
an NHL player visaing a new expansion team. During the game you've
had the toughest time scoring on the
opposing team's new goalie.
This bothers you so as soon as you
find the opportunity you give the
goalie a nice, clean initiation check.
You check him so hard that the guys
mask flies off.
But wait—you gel a closer look
and find that this guy is not a guy
after all. It's a woman. You've just
leveled a woman-something you were
taught never to do.

This could be the case for many
NHL players this season if the new
expansion team Tampa Bay Lightning signs Manon Rheaume, the first
woman to ever play in an N HL game.
Rhcume played in an exhibition game
against the St. Louis Blues in September.
But the question is: Should women
be allowed to play in professional
hockey or any other professional
contact sport?
Some people tend to believe that
if women are good enough to play
in professional sports then they
should be allowed to play. But even
with women's equality rights as

strong as they are today there is still
enough morality left to refute this
argument.
Sure, men and women are equal,
but they are separate. There should
not be any question about that fact.
Men and women are different biologically, physically and sometimes
mentally.
Therefore there should be certain
activities that men should refrain from
and certain activities in which women
should not participate. One of these
activities for women is contact sports
in a men's league.
There would not be a problem if
there was a women's hockey league,

but there is not. That is not the
question here.
Traditionally, men have been expected to treat women with respect.
That is where the term "gentleman"
came from. How could you treat a
woman with respect if you're slamming her up against the wall in a
hockey game?
What's next? sacking the opposing
team's female quarterback?
Until a women's professional
hockey league is established, let's
keep the women out of the National
Hockey League. It is a sport for men,
and keeping women out is the only
humane choice the league has.
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Falcons battle Dolphins
in key week 7 matchup
By CHRIS BIESIADECKI

early, so the players can get a wellneeded rest.

Champion Reporter

The Chicago Bears, Detroit Lions,
Green Bay Packers, San Diego Chargers and Tampa Bay Buccaneers have
a bye week.

Houston Oilers
at Cincinnati Bengals
—"Welcome to the Jungle." The
jungle is a place in which the Oilers
have not experienced much success.
This time around, both teams are
batding for the AFC Central lead.
The Bengals have to regain a once
powerful homefield advantage that
the Minnesota Vikings destroyed in
the past. This is a big game for both
teams as each tries to position ahead
of one another. Look for Warren Moon
to try to take advantage of the aggressive Bengal defense. What the Bengals need to do is get out of the conservative offense and begin throwing
long passing patterns.

Atlanta Falcons
at Miami Dolphins
—The Falcons need to restore some
of the magic that placed the team in
the playoffs last season. Miami enters the game with a passion to knock
the Buffalo Bills off the AFC supremacy block. Dolphin quarterback
Dan Marino is one of the best in the
game today. He is going to throw
often against the Falcons poor pass
coverage. This game poses a matchup
of Tim McKyer against his old males
from Miami. This will also be the
first game Deion Sanders will miss
because of the Atlanta Braves pennant race.

Buffalo Bills
at L.A. Raiders

The Giants arc just one notch above
the Cardinals but look better with
every snap quarterback Phil Simms
takes. If Head Coach Ray Handley is
smart, he will leave Simms as the
regular starting qyartcrback. If the
Cardinals want to win this game, the
team must run the ball with authority
against the aging defense of the
Giants. Phoenix also needs leadership at the quarterback position in
clutch situations.

—Remember when these two teams
faced each other in the AFC championship game? That game seems like
it happened about ten years ago from
the Raiders standpoint. The Bills
come in just as dominating as they
were before and continue to become
even better. The Raiders have been
losing ever since that game. The only
chance the Raiders have to win this
game is if the Bills do not show up for
the game. The Raider offense is confused about whether or not the rookies or veterans should lead the line.
The Raiders have the rest of the season to figure this one out because the
season is already over in Los Angeles. Buffalo will dominate from start
to finish.

Philadelphia Eagles
at Kansas City Chiefs
—TheEagles have been waiting for a
chance to face-off against another
AFC West team since they destroyed
the Broncos a few weeks ago. Kansas
City will use this game to see if the
team can compete against one of the
best teams in football. For Kansas
City to win, they will have to be
able to run the ball effectively on
first downs, so quarterback Dave
Kreig won't be caught in lot of
long-yardage, third-down passing
situations. The best part of this
plan, if successful, is that it will
keep the ball away from Randall
Cunningham and also save Dave
Kreig from the defensive line of
the Eagles.

Phoenix Cardinals
at New York Giants
—You have to feel sorry for the Cardinals. The team plays in the toughest
conference in football and might not
reach the same win total as last year.

New York Jets
at Indianapolis Colts

Pittsburgh Steelers
at Cleveland Browns
—The yellow and black attack is
taking its tour to the "Dawg Pound"
this week. Pittsburgh knows how
important these divisional games are
in order to reach the playoffs. The
team must defeat the cupcakes on the
schedule to make the playoffs. Cleveland enters the game trying to build
from last years 6-10 record. There is
just one problem. Who will lead them
to this quest with Bernie Kosar out?
In order for the Browns to win, the
team must not turn over the ball. This
will be hard because Pittsburgh comes
in as one of the league leaders in
forced turnovers. Also the Browns
must shut down the running of Barry
Foster.

—The Jets have to remember
that they were the Colts only victory
last season. The Jets come in trying to
prove the team is a playoff contender
and not just looking for the number
one pick. The Jets enter the game
with several injuries at key
positions. The team has to hope they
are still better than the Colls. The
Colts know that this is again a rebuilding season, but they will still try
to surprise some teams. The Jets could
be one of them.

Los Angeles Rams
at New Orleans Saints

—About six years ago the Rams
used to love playing at New
Orleans. Now the Rams are asking
why they are in the same division
with the team. The Saints enter
this game trying to keep up with
49ers in the NFC West. Look for the
Saints to pound the ball with a
potent running game aimed at the
San Francisco 49ers small Rams defensive front. The
Rams have to hope the offensive
at N. England Patriots line can save Jim Everett from
—Go ahead and stick a fork in the All-Pro linebacker Pat Swilling and
Patriots. They'redonc. The49ersenter get him out of New Orleans alive,
the game as talented as ever, and New or else it will be a long day for the
England can't stop them. This seems Jets at home.
like it is more of a homecoming game
for the 49ers. The Patriots arc over- Denver Broncos
powered on both sides of the ball.
Look for quarterback Steve Young to at Washington Skins
guide the 49ers to an easy victory in —Both teams come into this batde
hoping they can gel back on last year's
Foxboro.
track. Washington has come close to
losing every game but has luckily
Seattle Seahawks
squeaked out all but one. The Bronat Dallas Cowboys
cos come in with the worst offense in
—When Tom Flores accepted the football. Both quarterbacks John
head coaching job of the Seahawks, Elway and Mark Rypicn need to win
he must not have realized he would this game to help build selfhave to face the NFC East this season. confidence. The Redskins and the
The Seahawks better hope the Cow- Broncos are both hoping to work out
boys are unaware there is a game to be the kinks when Monday night rolls
played. The Cowboys arc coming off around. Whichever team can estaban emotional game against the Eagles. lish a running game and control the
The team needs to win this game clock should win this game.
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Detroit poised to overtake Blackhawks in Norris
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The Norris Division has represented the Campbell Conference in
the Stanley Cup Finals in each of the
past two seasons including the Minnesota North Stars in '91 and the
Chicago Blackhawks in '92.
While the Smythe Division dominated hockey for much of the '80s
with Edmonton and Calgary, look for
the in-conference shift of power to
continue with the Detroit Red Wings
poised to put an end to the Pittsburgh
Penguins' back-to-back Cups.

1) Detroit
Red Wings
The Red Wings have more than
enough firepower necessary to reach
thefinalsbehind a core of potential
100-point scorers. Steve Yzerman
who had 45 goals and 58 assists along
with speedster Sergei Federov who
had 32 goals and 54 assists will lead

defense to help keep pace with
Detroit. Chris Chelios and Steve
Smith provide one of the toughest
obstacles for opposing offenses in the
league. If teams do skate by them,
they have to face goalie Ed Belfour
who will be looking to regain the
form he lost in the finals against the
Penguins.
as one of the top scoring tandems in
After rugged playmaker Jeremy
theNHL. TheWingswillalsorelyon Roenick, who had 53 goals and 50
Jimmy Carson and- Dino Ciccarelli assists at center, the Hawks will look
(acquired from Washington) to pour for consistency from their youngsters
in the goals and be consistent, which to back up an aging offense. Players
they weren'tin the playoffs lastspring. such as Rob Brown and Stephane
Defensively, Detroit added veteran Matteau will need to be consistent if
Mark Howe to provide leadership if the Hawks arc to make a run at the
he can stay healthy. Workhorse Tim Cup.
Cheveldae will need to be spectacular
3) St. Louis
in goal if the Red Wings are to reach
Blues
the finals for the first time since 1966.
Anytime a team has Brett Hull
2) Chicago
leading the offense, it will be
Blackhawks
dangerous. The Blues will be countThe Blackhawks will look for its ing on Hull, who had 70 goals and 39

NHL
Preview
Canucks to win
weak Smythe
By BOB STURM

Champion Reporter

The Smythe Division is a
collection of teams with unrealized
potential.
The top five teams (sorry, San Jose
fans) could all turn into potent squads
in '92-93. But at the same time, all
could look bad again this season like
Calgary and Los Angeles last season.

1) Vancouver
Canucks
The European invasion has been
fully realized with the Canucks this
year. Coach Pat Quinn finds himself
with a team so talented Vancouver
could challenge for the Cup.
The forwards arc led by two talents: 21-year-old captain Trevor
Linden who scored 31 goals and recorded 44 assists, and the former
Soviet import, Pavel Burc who had
34 goals and 26 assists in 65 games.
The defense includes a group of
blue-liners who compliment each
other's strengths. Goalie Kirk
McLean has emerged as one of the
finest in the league.
The team's potential rests in their
ability to overcome last season's
playoff disappointment against
Edmonton. If they play to their ability, this exciting young team will
have no limits.

2) Edmonton
Oilers
Glen Sathcr once again did his
annual August house-cleaning, this
time acquiring a number of new faces
to go along with a revamped team
that was steam-rolled by Chicago in
last year's Campbell finals.
Joe Murphy provided the Oilers
with the scoring punch that
was needed with the departure of
Messier. Bernie Nichols and Craig
Simpson need to rebound from
below-par seasons if the team desires
to win.
Kevin Lowe will once again lead
the defensive corp for Edmonton in
frontof goalie Bill Ranford who stood
on his head in last years playoffs.

3) Winnipeg
Jets
The Jets arc probably the best
kept secret in the NHL. This team
blends a solid defense with improving forwards.
Ed Olc/.yk, who scored 32 goals
and recorded 33 assists, and Pat
Elynuik, who had 25 goals and 25
assists, when combined with Finnish
phenomenon Tcmmu Sclanne should
be able to help goalie Bob Esscnsa by
scoring more goals and taking pressure off the defense.
On defense, Phil Housley and Fredrik Olausson provide leadership and
strength for the Jets when opposing
an offensive attack.

4) Calgary
Flames
The Flames suffered through the
most heart-breaking year in franchise
history. Big trades didn't work out as
planned, and the lack of team chemistry hurt in close games.
In order for Calgary to win, the
team needs a big year from players
likcTheorcnFlucry.JocNicuwcndyk
and Gary Roberts. But perhaps the
most important key to the season is
Gary Leeman. Lccman was a scoring
threat in Toronto, but not in Calgary.
On defense, Gary Suter and Al
Maclnnis will be a solid tandem.
Aside from these two players, the
defense is slim. In goal, Mike Vernon
will need to rebound from a bad year.

assists, for their Stanley Cup hopes.
Brendan Shanahan and Craig Janney
will also give opposing defenses
headaches.
One reason that the Blues will not
be able to reach higher than third is
the team's lack of defense. Goalie
Curtis Joseph is strong in goal, but not
even his heroics will stop the onslaught of shots that will come his
way this season.

4) Toronto
Maple Leafs
The Toronto Maple Leafs will be
looking to return to the playoffs behind an improved defense and a
proven head coach.
Pat Burns will install discipline to
the most talented squad he has had in
years. Wendell Clark, Doug Gilmour
and Glenn Anderson will lead a capable offensive attack.
Defensively, the Leafs hold a major scoring threat in Dave Ellett.

Veteran goaltendcr Grant Fuhr will
be looked upon by Burns to regain his
top form.

6) Tampa Bay
Lightning

5) Minnesota
North Stars

The Lightning will look to get off
to a fast start in their first NHL season
behind a solid defense and veterans
whom coach Terry Crisp hopes add
character to the club.
The Lightning did a good job in the
expansion draft as they plucked Rob
Ramage and Stephane Richer. Besides Richer who had 17 goals and 47
assists, Tampa Bay has very few
experienced scorers.
With the addition of Wendell
Young from Pittsburgh and Pal
Jablonski from St. Louis, the Lightning own a solid duo of goalies.
Tampa Bay will begin the season
headed in the right direction with the
addition of Bob McGill and Basil
McRae. If not for anything else, their
experience and leadership will bring
a positive attitude to a team in a learning experience season.

It's hard to believe the Minnesota
North Stars were in the finals only
two seasons ago. Now the team will
struggle to compete in the division.
The Stars are tough on defense,
but the team has few offensive
weapons to stay ahead of Toronto
this season.
The Stars will look for Mike
Modano to be a team leader after
a pu/zling off-season move in
which Brian Bellows was traded
to the Montreal Canadiens for
Russ Courtnall.
Mark Tinordi will lead a stingy
defense in front of goalie Jon
Casey, who will need to reestablish
himself after a lackluster 1992
campaign (19-23-5; 3.40 GAA).

Canadiens and Bruins to battle
in improved Adams division
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

It wasn't too long ago that the
Adams Division title was a two-team
battle between the Montreal Canadiens and the Boston Bruins. However,
things will change this season as the
Buffalo Sabres are ready to step forward and stage a serious bid toward
divisional supremacy.

1) Montreal
Canadiens
Boston and Buffalo will make
things interesting, but the Habs are
still the best all-around club in the
division. One reason for this is the
addition of former Detroit Coach
Jacques Demcrs.
Montreal owns a formidable offense with Denis Savard, who scored
28 goals and recorded 42 assists, and
Kirk Muller, who scored 36 goals and
had 41 assists. The Canadiens also
added Minnesota standout Brian
Bellows and Vincent Damphoussc
for more scoring punch.
On defensive, the Canadiens are
strong behind Matticu Schneider and
J.J. Daigncault. The strongest aspect
of the defense is goaltendcr Patrick
Roy, who recorded the NHL's best
averages (36-22-8; 2.36 GAA). Despite a dismal performance in the
playoffs, he should be back in lop
form to give opposing sharpshooters
headaches.

5) Los Angeles
Kings
This team is perhaps the biggest
disappointment in recent history.
Wayne Gretzky, Jari Kurri and Paul
Coffey wcrcall assembled in the "City
of Angels" in hopes that the Lakers
wouldn't be the only champions in
the Forum. But things have not gone
according to plan and with the recent
back problems of the "Great One,"
things only look worse.
Bright spots on this team include
Luc Robitalle who netted 44 goals
and recorded 63 assists and Tony
Granato who scored 39 goals with 29
assists at forward. But they are overshadowed by the lack of production
from Kurri and Thomas Sandstrom.
Rob Blake continues to keep Kings
fans optimistic with his fine defensive play, but aside from Blake and
Coffey there is little else.

6) San Jose
Sharks
The good news in San Jose this
year is that the Sharks will not be the
worst team in the league. However,
the team is sull far away from postseason competition.
Youngsters Pat Falloon and Ray
Whitney will help to build a sound
foundation for the future on offense.
Aside from Neil Wilkinson and
David Williams there is very little to
become excited about on defense. But
as draft picks slack up and young
talent matures, the team will improve.
Goalie Jeff Hackcll saw more rubber last season than road-kill on route
460, but he is quickly improving each
year. Keep faith Sharks fans. It could
be worse (remember last year?).

2) Boston
Bruins

5) Quebec
Nordiques

The Bruins will compete with
Montreal because they arc loaded at
the center posiiion.
Adam Oates, who scored 20 goals
and had 79 assists for St. Louis and
Boston, and Vladimir Ruzicka, who
netted 39 goals and 36 assists, will
Buffalo will need to improve on
join such Olympic standouts as defense, but the acquisition of
Joe Juneau, Steve Heinze and Ted goalie Dominik Hasek, who had a
Donato to help form a strong blend 10-4-1 record with a 2.60 GAA,
of veterans and youth. Juneau will should help.
be a Calder trophy candidate (rookie
4) Hartford
of the year).
Whalers
The Bruins will be strong on
The Whalers proved the team could
defense with Ray Bourque leading
the way. Behind the defense will play with anyone in the division as it
be Andy Moog in goal. He will took the Canadians to seven games in
be looking for another solid season the first round last spring.
The keys for first-year Coach Paul
after last year's 28-22-9 record
Holmgren will be for leaders to step
and 3.23 GAA.
If Cam Ncely can successfully forward on both offense and defense.
return from a knee injury that limited John Cullen will be looked upon to
him to nine games last season, the lead the way offensively. Zarley Zalapski and Pat Verbeek will blend with
Bruins will have an amazing year.
a predominantly young team to help it
3) Buffalo
improve.
Sabres
Defensively, the Whalers solidiThe Sabres have one of the most fied themselves with the acquisition
lethal power plays in the league be- of Eric Wcinrich from New Jersey.
hind the line of Dave Andreychuck, The team more than compensated
Pal LaFontaine and Alexander for the loss of goalie Peter
Mogilny. Dale Hawcrchuck centers Sidorkiewicz with the addition of
the second line and should help the former Devil and Canadian Olympic
club not to be overlooked.
star Sean Burke.

One thing is for certain this season.
Les Nordiques will not make fools
out of themselves on the ice as badly
as their management did in the offseason with the Eric Lindros deal.
The Nordiques will aim to challenge Hartlord for the final Adams
playoff spot behind a group of young
scorers. Owen Nolan and MatsSundin
will help to lead the Quebec offense.
Another key for Quebec will be the
play and attitudes of the Philadelphia
players received in the Lindros trade.
The team will need Mike Ricci
to provide some of the scoring
punch that he provided the Flyers
last year. Steve Duchesne and
Kerry Huffman will instantly
improve the defense.

6) Ottawa
Senators
The Senators have brawlers such as
Brad Miller, Mike Peluso and Laurie
Boschman. Sadly, the team has liulc
else at the other positions.
The leader on offense will be winger Sylvian Turgeon, who leads all
other players with nine goals.
Brad Marsh is the only defensive
player who was a regular starter last
season.Goalie PeterSidorkicwicz will
receive more shots than a Mike Tyson
opponent.

Penquins domination to continue
with back-to-back-to-back titles
By BOB STURM

Leetch and James Patrick provide the
best two-man tandem this side of
Chicago.
In goal, Mike Richter and John
Vanbiesbrouck provide the Rangers
with the unique problem of too
much talent.
Don't fret New York fans. A
championship may be just around
the corner.

Champion Reporter

The Patrick division will be the
most competitive division in the NHL
this year.
Three of the six teams have a legitimate chance at Lord Sianley's Cup.
The Pittsburgh Penguins have captured the cup two years in a row while
the talented New York Rangers still
try to break the curse of 1940.
This season also brings in the birth
of the next great superstar in hockey,
Eric Lindros. He will play for
Philadelphia after a long soap opera
involving the Flyers, Rangers and
Quebec.

1) Pittsburgh
Penguins
The Penguins were less than impressive last season until the playoffs
began. At that time, the team unleashed an attack that built up speed
and power and had a snowball effect
on the team.
Mario Lemicux, Kevin Stevens
and Jaromir Jagr form the fiercest
line in hockey. They combined for
130 goals and 193 assists. Other
forwards include all-star Rick
Tocchct, face-off specialist Ron
Francis and speedy Olympian
Shawn McEachern.
On defense, the Penguins didn't
lose a step alter trading Paul Coffey.
Larry Murphy and Ulf Samuelsson
provided the blue-line play that made
the Penguins' power play a nightmarc for opposing defenses. Paul
Stanton and Jeff Chychrun also pro-

vide solid point-men.
In goal the Penguins have a
solid foundation with Tom Barrasso.
Barrasso came up with all the
key saves in the Penguins' Cup run
last season.
In all, if Mario and Jaromir stay
healthy all season, a three-peat could
be in order at the Igloo.

2) New York
Rangers
Ranger fans were enjoying the
fruits of the team's labors until they
ran into the Penguins' buzz-saw
last May. Hopes of overcoming the
42-ycar cup-less drought will once
again persist in Madison Square
Garden this year.
All the laleni to win the division
is on this roster. Hart trophy winner
Mark Messier leads the forward
corps again, followed by snipers
Mike Gartner and Tony Anionic.
Sergei Nemchinov, Darren Turcolte
and newcomer Phil Bourque make
the Rangers one of the deepest
teams on ice.
Atdefense, multi-millionaire Brian

from less than spectacular offensive
years. Goalie Chris Terrari will try to
equal the impressive season he had
last year.
Herb Brooks has his work cut out
for him in order to create another
"miracle on ice".

5) Philadelphia
Flyers

The excitement of acquiring wonder-boy Eric Lindros over-shadows
the fact that the Flyers "gave up the
The Capitals will be the best third farm" to receive him. Lindros will
place team this season and could be lead the Flyers to a great future, but
good enough to win the Adams and 1992-93, could be a long, cold winter
Smythe. However, since the team is in Philly.
in the Patrick Division, it could be a
Other than "Eric the Great,"
tough year.
Rod Brind'Amour and Mark
With the loss of Dino Ciccarelli, Rccchi supply a potent number
the Caps' offense lakes a slep back- one scoring line.
ward. But Michal Pivonka, Dale
The defense will be weak this year.
Hunter, Kelly Miller and Dimitri Ric Natlress will try to salvage what
Khrislich provide more than enough is left of the defensive troops as they
fire-power.
try to help out young goalie Dominic
From last year's best all-around Rousscl.
defensive team in the division, die
6) New York
Caps rcium players like Al Iafrate
Islanders
and Kevin Hatcher to make opposing
offenses miserable.
The posi-LaFontainc era is now
In goal, Don Bcauprc will again well under way. Pierre Turgeon
handle the duties as Washington leads a group of young, talented
attempts lo equal last year's great forwards that featured five 30-goal
scorers last year.
season.
On defense, Uwe Krupp and Tom
4) New Jersey
Kurvcrs will provide the team with
Devils
strength at the point.
The Devils return a defensive team
In goal, Mark Fitzpatrick is healthy
that features tough-guy Scott Stevens. after his batde with EMS. He is now
Stephane Richer, Peter Siasuiy and ready to provide the Islanders with
Bobby Holik will all try lo rebound quality goal-tending this season.

3) Washington
Capitals

